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Judge delays ruling
on plea withdrawal
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE L&Q9e & Tmes photo

A HOT HARVEST: Frank Hargis, 91, 01 1205 Poplar St., braved Sunday's heat to spend time picking
beans from his garden. Temperatures throughout the week are expected to hover above 90 degrees.

After almost tour hours and 51
unrelated cases Friday, the family
of Mildred Dodd was informed
that Saundra Lamb Clinton would
be a free woman for at least
another two weeks.
Dodd. Clinton's mother, was
killed in a house fire in 1993.
Clinton was charged with her
murder and the attempted murder
of her brother, Gary Lamb, and
her nephew, Nathan Lamb, both
of whom were also in the house
at the time of the blaze.
Steve West, Clinton's new
court-appointed attorney, -ri ade a
motion to withdraw Clinton's
earlier plea of guilty and enter a
plea of not guilty.
Calloway County Circuit Court
Judge David Buckingham told

Clinton that she had better have
strong evidence in order for him
to allow the motion.
Clinton produced a letter from
a doctor allegedly stating that
Clinton's judgment was impaired
because of prescription drugs she
takes for a.sWabling injury.
"Mrs. _Clinton. •I can't allow
people to jerk the system
around," he told her.
Clinton stood trial in early
June for the murder and
attempted murders of her mother,
brother and nephew. The three
day proceeding was deadlocked
with a hung jury in. an 11-1
margin.
Buckingham was about to
order the jury back for another
day of deliberations when Clinton
made a plea bargain for the
reduced charges of manslaughter

and wanton endangerment.
Two weeks ago, Clinton filed a
motion with the court asking to
allow her attorney, Gary Haverstock, to be dismissed from the
case citing irreconcilable
differences.
West entered the motion of a
change of plea which will
Clinton to remain free on bond
for another two weeks.
Buckingham will hear from the
doctor who wrote the letter on
Clinton's behalf July 28.
"I will make a final decision
on this matter at that time,"
Buckingham said.
"There is no justice," one of
Dodd's sisters told the Ledger as
the family left the courtroom.

Reamer readies for third term as staff president
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Shirley Reamer considers her
two years as president of Staff
Congress as very informational
and educational.
As she begins her third year,
Reamer said she thinks the position will remain challenging.
"I am still concerned about the
staff, our pay scale and the working conditions," she said. "A
third term is a challenge that I

accept and look forward to."
According to the Staff Congress bylaws, the president can
run for two terms. A third term is
possible if no one else accepts
the nomination.
"There are a lot of issues we
are going to be addressing over
the course of the year, even
though we can't do all of them,"
Reamer said. "One of the big
things is our health insurance and
what the state will do and how it

will affect us."
Joining Reamer as officers are
Dorothy Barrow as vice president
and Peggy Guyton as treasurer.
As one of her first duties,
Reamer is responsible for establishing committees for the
upcoming year.
"We still have two openings on
Staff Congress, one created when
a staff member moved out of
state and another one created
when a staff member transferred

to a 1.k.u,t, po,ition," Reamer
said. "Once those positions are
filled, we can get up to our total
of 30 members."
Communication is also an issue
Reamer plans to address.
"It has been brought to our
attention that some staff members
aren't aware of what Staff Congress is doing," she said. "As our
budget allow's, we will do what
we can to inform everyone of our
actions. Our budget is limited in

Heat wave
death toll
continues rise

Economist:
Burley prices
will be stable
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
Kentucky's burley tobacco far
mers should get about the same
money for their leaf at auction
this year, but higher costs nriay
erode earnings, a University of
Kentucky agriculture official
said.
"It's been an expensive crop,"
said Will Snell, a UK agriculture
economist. "A lot of farmers are
spraying constantly trying to save
the crop. Some had to reset due
to flooding and some because
they got blue mold infected
plants."
How,i'cc, Snell said he expects
strong demand to keep prices
high despite lowered price support levels.
The growing season is leaving
the crop uneven, and it will likely
weizh less than in previous years,
3neli said.
Last year, the average weight
per acre was 2,400 pounds — the
heaviest crop in 10 years, he said.
A crop generally averages about
2,200 pounds to 2,300 pounds per
acre.
All those factors add up to a
more expensive, lower yielding
crop coming to the warehouses in
November.
Bill Maksymowicz. a UK
tobacco specialist, visited some
tobacco fields in western Kentucky last week and described the
crop as the most irregular he's
ever seen. He said plant sizes
varied even within a single patch.
But there's still time in the
growing season for the crop to
improve.

By TERRI LIKENS
Associated Press Writer

The Murray State University Choir's performance at Canterbury Cathedral in Canterbury, England was just
one of eight concerts the group did in their tour of England, Scotland and Whales on May 26-June 8.

MSU choir sweeps England
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Forty-nine Murray State students, faculty members and
community members recently
toured England, Scotland and
Wales as part of the Murray
State Choir.
Murray State choral director
Brad Almquist said the trip
began with a direct flight from
Nashville to London on May 26
and ended on June 8.
According to Almquist, the
main criteria for the trip was to
be a member of the choir.
"They needed to be a mem-

IN See Page 2
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administration as "prohlem-free".
Reamer also plans to complete and emphasized that the staff liaiwork on recommendations son, John Fitzgibbon, is easily
regarding the staff evaluation
accessible.
system.
Fitzgibbon routinely attends
"We have made some recomStaff Congress meetings and pro—
mendations and we are still workvides information to the staff.
ing on it," she said. "The forms
"We have a committee
need to be simplified because -the
attempting to establish benstaff is not satisfied with the current system."
Reamer described the relation- •
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ber of the Murray State Choir,"
he said. "We have four choirs at
Murray State, which means they
wouldJ.ave had me as a teacher
and I c Id have taught them
the musid.
"It was the people who
wanted to go and could afford
to go. We had 49 people who
went. Twenty-nine students,
four other faculty and the rest
were community members who
sing in the choral union."
Donations for the trip were
provided by alumni members,
local businesses and doctors.
"The University contributed

significantly to the students,"
Almquist said. "They (students)
paid about S100 a day or roughly S1,400 for everything
included in the trip.
"We were organized through
the Center for Continuing Study
of Great Britian. It is a foreign
study program that Murray
State is a part of."
During their trip, the choir
performed concerts at Westminster Abbey in London, the Royal Hospital and Home in Putney, the Canterbury Cathedral
• See Peg, 2

CHICAGO (AP) — The beeping of back-up signals permeated
the quiet neighborhood surrounding the morgue as police vans
unloaded their unsettling cargo:
scores of heat wave victims,
many elderly.
The death toll in Chicago from
five days of 90-plus-degree heat
rose to at least 118 by Sunday.
including two elderly sisters
found lying together in bed. An
air conditioner whirring at the
front of the house hadn't sent
enough cool air into the bedroom,
officials said.
"The true scope of this problem has not yet been accounted
for," said Cook County medical
examiner Edmund Donoghue.
"We feel confident that (the
death toll is) going above 200
and could reach 3(X)."
The 56 deaths Sunday, added
to 62 others in the city since
Wednesday, pushed the national
death toll from heat and storms to
at least 213. Among those who
died was an 80-year-old Pennsylvania man who'd been out sealing his tar driveway in 94-degree
heat.
The death toll topped that of
1987, when at least 96 deaths
from the Plains to the East Coast
". were blamed on heat, but didn't
'approach the estimated 1,500 fatalities from a 1980 heat wave.
Meanwhile, cool air was rushing in. It was 92 on Sunday at
Baltimore-Washington Interna-

•*-

"I've been doing
this for 20 years on
and off...and I've
never seen so
many succumb to
the heat like this.
Michael Tracy
(Chicago police officer)

tional Airport, compared to 102
— a record — on Saturday. Boston enjoyed a high of 78, down
sharply from I(X) on Friday, the
hottest it's been since 1977.
In Philadelphia, autopsies performed Sunday revealed that heat
contributed to the death of 15
people, said Jeff. Moran, a
spokesman for the city Health
Department. In New York City,
11 people died of heat-related
causes in the 24 hours ending at 8
a.m. Sunday, said Ellen Borakove, a spokeswoman for the
medical examiner.
The mercury rose to 102
degrees in New York on Saturday, breaking the old record of
98 set in 1983. The heat spurred
a record 4,607 calls to New York
City's Emergency Medical Service, spokesman David Bookstav-,
er said. The high in New York on
Sunday was 84..
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Martindale gets 20 years
•Choir...
for sex-related offenses
FROM PAGE 1
By JIM MAHANES

hlarondale

Ste Writer

Jtnimy Arlen Martindale was
sentenced to 20 years in prison
on four counts of first-degree
sexual abuse Friday in Calloway
Circuit Court.
Nlartmdale originally faced six
counts of first-degree sexual
abuse, six counts of first-degree
sodomy and four counts of using
3 minor to engage in sexual pertormance. These charges were
merged into four counts which
T mclotAi
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early June.
Martindale was arrested in
February after the Kentucky
Cabinet for Human Resources
office in Calloway County
received a complaint.
Martindale was accused of
engaging in sexual acts with four
children ranging in ages from 8
to 11.
Kentucky State Police Trooper
Tom Powell investigated the case
and seized a number of pictures
of nude and semi-nude women
and children, various video tapes
and other sex-related matenals
from Martindale's home.
Assistant Commonwealth's
Attorney Vicky Jones told the
Ledger in June that the state
merged the charges together to
ensure that Martindale serve as
much time as possible.
"If he stood trial and was
found guilty of all 16 charges he
svould still be eligible for parole
in about 12 years," Jones said.
"This way we were ensured that
he would be in jail for at least 10
!,ears before becoming eligible
for parole."
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in Canterbury, St. Mary's
Cathedral in Edinburgh, Blair
Atholl in Scotland, Centre
Square in York, York Minster
in York and Ely Cathedral in
Ely.
"The trip began in London,"
Almquist said. "We had a
double-decker coach that carried us all over England. From
there, it went all the way up to
Northern Scotland and back
again to London. My goal was
to see as much of the main
island as possible."
At the choir's first performance at Westminster Abbey,
they performed for the great
nephew of Charles Villiers
Stanford, a great English
cornposer.
Perhaps the most emotional
concert the choir performed was
at the Royal Hospital and Home
in Putney. Almquist said the
group performed to many former musicians who had been
disabled through accidents or
disease.
"They are people who are
mentally fine," he said. "Several of the people in the hospital
were musicians prior to their
accidents or illnesses. The
result was that they were very,
very touched by what we did."
One very special concert performed by the choir was . at
York Minster Cathedral. This
performance was especially
memorable to the group because
they received special permission from the Dean and Chapter
of York Minster to sing there.
"They knew of Murray
through a local woman, Nancy
Whitmer, who is a personal
friend of a composer and the
headmaster of the Minster
School," Almquist said. "Based
on our reputation and other
kinds of concerns, we were
allowed to sing.
"We have been the only
choir, thus far, allowed to sing
in York Minster on Sunday
other than the York Choir. That
was a particular honor that no
one else has gotten."
Each cathedral, except for
York Minster, had set recital
times. Almquist said the choir
had big crowds for each of their
performances, which also
included many composers.
"The people in the communities know about these recital
times," he said. "We had pretty
good audiences in these places.
Unlike the United States, people actually go to them because
choral music is so much a part
of the tradition of England."

FREE
SPORTS PHYSICALS
for all Murray and Calloway County
student athletes

July 22

The final concert on the tour
was in the Lady Chapel of Ely
Cathedral. During that 55
minute performance, Almquist
said the audience of approximately 100 people sat in silence
until the concert was over.
"No one applauded, no one
moved or anything," he said.
"They just set there absolutely
spellbound by the sound of the
choir. At the end of it, the audience broke into a 10 to 12
minute ovation. Communication
between the choir and the audience was so intense that they
didn't want to break it. That
was probably the best concert
we sang."
Murray State voice teacher
Kay Bates, who has previously
visited Europe, said she wanted
to make the trip to hear some of
her students sing.
"I wanted to go because most
of the choir are my students:"
she said. "It was extrodinary to
hear the choir perform in these
cathedrals. The thrill was to set
and listen to the choir. It put a
new light on. things."
One of tht few problems
Almquist and the choir encountered with the performances
was the type of music allowed
in each cathedral.
"In Canterbury Cathedral,
they have very stricked rules,"
he said. "You are only allowed
to sing sacred music and you
are only allowed to sing it
accapella.
"We didn't know how many
organs or pianos we were going
to have, so 1 programed that we
could do an hour to an hour and
fifteen minutes worth of
accapella music. I also had
about 40 minutes of accompanied music we could perform.
We didn't perform all of the
program everytime we sang. It
all depended upon what we had
available to us."
Julie Zieman, a student from
Hopkinsville, said she enjoyed
singing in the cathedrals.
"It was very exciting," she
said. "It was a once in a lifetime chance for me. The most
memorable experience I had
was singing in the cathedrals.
Not everybody gets to sing in a
place like that. I appreciate the
University giving us a chance to
go."
- In addition to the concert
schedule, Almquist and the
choir got a chance to experience
many aspects of the European
culture, even down to the hotels
they stayed in.

some sight seeing. Among the
places they visited included
Stonehenge, Shakespeare's
birthplace, the Magna Carta and
the White Cliffs of Dover.
"Many of the students went
to see shows," Almquist said.
"They really felt quite safe,
comfortable and confident
about getting around. Learning
their way around was probably
their biggest problem, but once
they figured it out, they
couldn't be stopped."
While all the choir members
got a chance to visit York Minster, one member get a personal
tour.

Kathy Kohne, a stained glass
artist from Cadiz, was carried
on a personal tour of York Minster by world-renowned stained
glass restorer Peter Gibson.
"The opportunity to visit to
go on the trip was a double
treat for me because I got to
meet a world famous stained
glass artist and there aren't very
many glass painters in the
world," Kohne said. "Trips like
this represent what is right
about the Western Kentucky
University system. It was a treasure of inspiration to everyone
involved."
Former history teacher Margaret Boone said the trip was
highlighted by the choir's
performance.
"Singing in the cathedrals
was a very emotional experience," she said. "The singing
was the most rewarding experience and the scenery was gorgeous. Everything was a wonderful experience. Everyday
there was something to look
forward to."
Almquist said he had three

FROM PAGE 1
chmarks for the staff," Reamer
said. "Benchmark is a key word
used during pay raises."
While figures exist comparing
MSU faculty,salaries with faculty
salaries at similar institutions,
none exist for staff.
"This has been a bigger and

"One of the things that I did
not want to do is stay in American style hotels," Almquist
said. "I wanted the choir to
have the opportunity to experience European life."
Almquist said the group had
to get use to the differences in
European hotels as opposed to
American hotels.
"They're (hotels) are an
awful lot like your bedroom,"
he said. "The European's don't
have nearly the thing with privacy as Americans do. They
were not big changes, but I
think they were a lot of fun and
I think everybody had a good
time with it."
The choir was also able to do

FROM PAGE 1
"Some crops have only been
in the field for two weeks." Snell
said. "It's going to. be a late
crop."
Daviess County grower Charlie
Fulkerson agrees its too early to
tell.
"I think the crop has the
potential for a good one," Fulkerson said, adding that he's just
grateful his plants have been
spared the ravages of blue mold.
Blue mold has been found in
virtually every county east of
Interstate 65 and in some southern counties of the state, Maksymowicz said. The fungus can
quickly devastate a crop.

•Heat...
FROM PAGE 1
In Chicago, Mayor Richard M.
Daley urged people to check on
their elderly friends and to cool
off in air-conditioned libraries

EARLY BIRD

SPE
CIALS
4 p.m.I Monday-Saturday

AtacOwl'ItIS F RIB DINNFR• Fresh cut petite prime rib cooked fresh daily,soled with our jumbo
baked potato or steak fries, garden fresh salad with sour choice of dressings, veeiabIc dthe
din, and fresh baked garlic
........ .......—...-.-..-......
......... ........ 55.95
BIRFVE STEAK DINNER; Clit fresh daily, this dinner offers a petite ribese steak,
chagrined to your taste,jumbo baked potato or steak fries,our fresh garden salad with your
choice of dressings, %it:getable "(the dies, and a fresh baked garlic roll....---....55.95

For more information:
Call the Athletic Director or central office
of Calloway County or Murray City Schools

Provided as a community service by the
physicians of the Calloway County Medical Society
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more time-consuming issue than
we thought," Reamer said. "We
plan to meet with Fitzgibbon later
this month to discuss the studies
we have done and hope we can
have his assistance in getting
additional information. If benchmarks are established for staff,
it will increase our chances of
more equitable pay raises."
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offered before the 1995-96 school year!
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•Reamer...

8 a.m. - noon
No Afternoon Sessions
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Outpatient Services off 9th Street

Each student must bring a completed and signed
'Athletic Competition Health Screening Form.

goals for the choir while touring Europe.
"I wanted to perform the very
best that we possibly could and
I will say that I think we did
that," he said. "Another goal
that I wanted was for the choir
to become connected with each
other in terms of communities.
"The basketball team plays
together for so long that they
begin to know each other and
anticipate what each other is
going to do. The same thing
happened with the choir. The
last concert was majical in that
respect. The 45 singers began to
function as one."
A third goal for Almquist
was to open the cultural eyes of
the group.
"Part of my goal was to
familiarize the students enough
with Europe that if they have
the opportunity to go back on
their own, they will know
where they want to go," he said.
While the choir has been
invited to perform for the international celebiation of the
1,000th annivv-slry 3'; the
founding
witria in 1996,
Almqu:3t
got.p will
only P.
, to tro oserseas once
every three years because of the
trip's planning time and its
expense.
"The next trip I would like to
make is to Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and Prog," he said.
"There are some incredible
musical traditions that extend
through those contries, but there
is a process you have to go
through. You can't just wake up
one morning and say, I think
I'll go to England tomorrow
and sing."

('HICKF'S P 1RNIFS 1'S DINNFR• %Mile breast of chicken, lightly breaded and fried,
topped with our homem ade Italian sauce and topped with Slonterry Jack c heese,side tu•der of
opagheiti,our garden fresh salad with homemade crookies and your choice ofdressings and
versed with a fresh baked garlic roll ........ .....
.... ......
14111.111) 1111AF'S
F. White breast of chicken,chargrined to perfedioin &
tapped with Sporty sown special sauce of diced tomatoes,garlic butter,onions,& freshleares
of spinach. Seried with jumbo baked potato or steak fries, garden fresh salad with your
choice of dressings, %getable of the day, and sen id with a garlic roll
SOS

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING —:— 753-1116

•
GRILL
15th & Olive Blvd - Murray, Kentucky
Monda th•u Saturday - 10.00 am to 10:00 pm'

How much blue mold ultimately costs the burley crop across
the eight-state growing area will
not be determined for some time,
but it could be one of several factors that affect this year's market.
North Carolina is reporting the
blue mold fungus in virtually
every field.
Kentucky is the largest producer of burley, followed by
Tennessee.
The blue mold factor could
give western Kentucky farmers a
competitive advantage, said Bill
Nesmith, a University of Kentucky plant pathologist and coordinator of the North American
Blue Mold Network.

and at city beaches.
Most of the Chicago victims
were elderly, many of whom
lived in homes with little or no
cooling systems.
Chicago rescue workers discovered the body of Donald Stevens, a military veteran in his
70s, in his sweltering North Side
home early Sunday. His dog also
had died.
In the same area, Gaby Kuhn
checked on her neighbor Mabel
Swanson, 87, Friday and found
her dead near her walker.
"We had just set up all of her
fans the day before," said Ms.
Kuhn, who noted that her neighbor — a "private person" — had
refused offers to stay with others
in air-conditioned homes.
Chicago Police Officer
Michael Tracy had to wait in line
to drop off a body.
"I've been doing this for 20
years on and off, and I've seen
everything that there is to see,
and I never seen so many succumb to the heat like this," he
said.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call is list Rale%

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 1211,

753-4461
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Calloway County High School was one of 32 chapters represented
at the 43rd
annual FFA Field Day sponsored by the department of agriculture
at Murray
State University. The contest drew students from three states
and featured
both learn and Individual competition in 19 events. Students who
placed in
events received special recognition at their annual chapter banquet
Field
Day offers valuable experience to high school students and
provides an
excellent opportunity to visit the Murray State campus and learn about any
of
the 11 agriculture programs leading to baccalaureate degrees.

Gardeners must be
nature's substitute
I suppose that gardeners are not
easily satisfied. That's why we
constantly try to arrange nature to
our tastes. It seems like only a short
while ago I was complaining about
the damp and cool summer, and
wondenng if it was ever going to
warn up. I never asked for it to be
as hot as it has been in the past week.
I also never asked for the rain to
completely stop. Supposedly there
have been isolated thunderstorms,
but the only water that has fallen on
my garden has come from the
sprinkler.
So I complain and feel unfairly
treated as I drag the hose from bed to
bed, and spend half the morning
each day trying to keep the plants
watered. I know it could be worse. I
could be hauling buckets of water
from a well instead ofjust moving a
sprinkler around. The thought
should make me feel grateful, but
for some reason it does not. There is
no art to watering. It is just basic
survival. Stick a sprinkler in one
spot for long enough to soak the
ground. Water plants in containers
twice in order to make sure that the
soil gets wet all they way to the
bottom of the pot.
Oh. I know there are all sorts of
innovative ways to water, from
soaker hoses to complicated drip

Growing In
the Garden
, By Cathleen Pease
systems. I suppose I have been
spoiled by the fact that we usually
get rain when it's needed. I can't see
going to a lot trouble to figure out a
permanent watering system when
I'd only use it a few weeks a year. So
I'll continue to-drag the hose around.
Nothing is parched. Everything
is alive if not exactly thriving. I am
wishing for a thunderstorm. Thunderstorm water is different from
hose water. Have you ever noticed
how things seem to "green up" after
a thunderstorm? It is not your
imagination,and is not only because
the plants have gouen water. Rain
from thunderstorms has nitrogen in
it, and so brings both food and
water.
The past few afternoons I have
heard thunder coming from every
direction, and once or twice sniffed
the scent of water in the air. So far,
no rain has fallen here. It probably
will tomorrow. I am planning to
mow.

Blue mold is tobacco's
strongest threat since '79
The threat to the U.S. tobacco
crop by a fungal disease, blue mold,
is the greatest since 1979, when an
epidemic of the disease caused
some $65 million in losses in Kentucky and $250 million nationally.
According to William Nesmith,
coordinator of the North American
Blue Mold Network, weather conditions have been nearly ideal for the
spread of blue mold throughout
most of the major tobacco-growing
regions of the U.S. Nesmith also
serves as Extension plant pathologist with the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture and is the
Kentucky blue mold coordinator.
"Blue mold fungus has been
widely disseminated on transplants
and through wind-blown spores. A
strain that is resistant to Ridomil, a
fungicide commonly used to control
the disease, has developed and the
only other fungicide labelled for use
on the Ridomil-resistant strain provides only modest protection from
it.
"Blue mold is poised now to
cause significant damage in fields
located in the heart of the burley
production area. Great damage
could result should a very cool and
wet system move in and stall over
the region for several days," he said.
In Kentucky, blue mold is probably active in all tobacco - producing communities along and cast of
Interstate 65, based on wind patterns, .transplant movement and
weather conditions, he said.
Nesmith also noted that in some
fields 100 percent of the plants are
infected with the fungus. Severely
infected young plants die; older
infected plants show symptoms
from spotting on the leaves to death
of leaves.

• ••

-

Ridomil, a fungicide that has
been widely used in the past to help
prevent infestations of the disease,
continues to provide protection
against the common strains of the
fungus. Another strain, which is not
sensitive to Ridomil, has developed
and has necessitated regulatory officials to allow tobacco producers in
hardest hit areas to use another
fungicide. Dithane, which provides
some measure of protection against
the new strain.
"At this point, growers need to
assume that they are dealing with a
mixed population (both Ridomilsensitive and Ridomil-resistant)
strains of the fungus. Many areas
need to be applying both Ridomil to
the soil and Dithanc, which provides some protection for the Ridomil-resistant strains of the fungus, to the foliage. That combination provides the best protection
available at this time," Nesmith
said.
Nesmith noted that unlike Ridomil, Dithanc is a preventive-type
fungicide and provides no curative
effect where infection has already
occurred. He also said that the
spray's effectiveness is not noticeable until seven to 10 days following application because infections
having already occurred within the
plant are not evident at spraying.
Therefore, it is important to apply
Dithane to young plants before the
disease develops in the field to
achieve the best control.
Nesmith urged Kentucky growers to continue to keep control
measures in place by using fungicides appropriately in hopes that the
weather patterns will change and
curb the spread of the fungus.

tie women's division at the Murray-Calloway County Fair has all
new classes and prize money fix the
upcoming
Murray-Calloway
County Fair.
The entries for this fair department will be made on Tuesday.July
25 between 8 a.m. and noon and will
be on display in the fairgrounds
barn throughout the fair. Exhibits
are tube picked up on Sunday, July
30 between 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Classes in this division of the fair
include baked goods, clothing,
home furnishings, flowers and
plants, canning and arts and crafts.
Contestants can be men, women or
children, but all must be residents of
Calloway County. There is no
charge to make an entry and you can
enter up to two articles in any one
class.
The Fair Board and Jaycees have
doubted the prize money in these
categories,as they feel that this local
participation is a basic part of the
fair. It just wouldn't feel like a
county fair without the handicrafts,
brightly colored canned goods,
patchwork quilts, dried flower arrangements, banana bread, best
photograph, or handmade toys that
you might see in these classes.
The prize money will be S3 for
first place, S2 for second place and
SI for third place, along with an
appropriate ribbon.
For more information, call the
Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-1452 or in the evening hours,
call homemaker representative
Connie Talent 753-9894. Jane
Steely, Calloway County Extension
Home Economist will have a handout about these classes, which can
be picked up at the Extension Office
at the Weaks Center at the 7th and
Poplar Streets.

The cLtsses are:
Division C, baked goods
'Three drop cuikies, any type
•Three bar cookies, any type
•Three decorated cookies
•.Threc muffins, any type
.11tree biscuits
•Iliree rolls, any type
'Three cinnamon roll.
'One-half loaf of banana bread
•Clne-half loaf of zaicchmi bread
Division D, canning
Jelly (pint size pr or less)
-Grape
•Any other jelly
'Blackberry
Preserves (pint site jars or less)
•Peach
'Strawberry
"Any other preservauves
•Any marmalade or fruit butter
Pickles and relishes(quan size on or les.
•Sweet cucumber putties
•Thll cucumber pickles
.Vegetable relish
Other pickled vegetable
'
Canned fnuts and vegetables (pint or quan
jars)
•Chemes
•Blackbemes
'Any other canned fruit
'
String beans
'
Soup nusture
'Tomatoes
'Tomato juice
•Eler_ts
•Any other vegetable
Division E, clothing
•Best COSILLITIe
•Apron
•Decorli.cd sweatshirt
'
Other decorated clothing
•Blouse or shirt
'Vest
•Dress or jumper

Division F, home furnishings(must
be handmade or hand decorated by
entrant)
'
Wreaths, any type
"Table linens
'Other household Items
'Handmade basket
'Dried flower arrangement
•liandrnade rug
'Miscellaneous handmade household
items
•St uffed pillow
Rules for the women's division
Division G,arts and crafts(must be
are as follows:
handmade by the entrant)
•All entries for this department
•Chnstrnas crafts
'Handmade doll clothing
must be entered between 8 a.m. and
'Handmade doll
12 noon and in place by 12 noon,
•Tole painted item
Tuesday, July 25. Judging will
•Wood crafted item
begin at 1 p.m.
'Knitted item
•No exhibitor will be allowed to
-Crocheted item
-Ceramic itern
enter more than two articles in any
'Hand stitched item
one class.
•Iland woven item (embroidery, needle•The management will usc the point, cross
stitch, etc)
utmost care to guard and protect
'Stenciled item
exhibits. Not liable for loss.
"Quilted or pieced item
•Appbqued war
Jewelry item
'
"Handmade toys
-Exhibits must be removed be'Photograph, framed
tween 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. on Sunday,
•Painting, framed or mounted
July 30.
'Drawing, framed or mounted
•No exhibit may be in fair com'Calligraphy, framed or mounted
petition more than two years.
•Stscellaneoos craft item
'If any entry does not deserve a
Division H, flowers and plants
'Colorful
foliage plant
ribbon, one will not be given.
•Palm
•We will not be responsible for
+cm
exhibits left after 4 p.m., Sunday.
Geranium
'
July 30.
•Afncan violet
•There is no cost to enter any
•Blooming house plant
"Hanging basket
class.
•Non-bloorning house plant
-Classes are open to men, women
•Gladolius, one stalk
and children.
•Mangold, one stalk
•Classes are only open to resi'
Single rose
dents of Calloway County.
'Other cut flower, one stalk
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Hail Damage. Door Dings & Other Minor
Dents Removed, Mobile Service Available

SAME DAY SERVICE
Rt. 1, Box 45C, Almo, KY 42020
502-759-1274 • Cellular: 853-0631

We Feature Name Brand Tires
Made in the U.S.A.
Laramie • Remington
UNIROY
Firestone - Michelin
—Open Saturdays Until Noon—

Holland Tire Co.
East Main
• 753-5606

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross

Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
600 Main St.

Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Duality
HARDWOOD TILE & VINYL
Over 25 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight
Sales & Installation
Jay Knight
753-7728
Mitch Knight
Hwy ewe 1 M•es Scs,t5 ot Murray IC 'Orn 740. 1CaC

Tont Tree, Pa
0
.01,01
;grit

15X yards

Our Employees Not Only
Put Customer Service First...
They're Known for Their
FACE VALUE.
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Charlie's Safe-T
...._
Disco
unt Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
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IN SEARCH OF

ExcEuENT PEOPLE
It you cc a seasoned successful sales professional its the
invest merit hruketage business-but you're locked in a
situatton that limns yt tu! earnings and (Alec! -then we
need to talk

Se

•IAMS
'Science
Diet
'Eagle
'Diamond
.Max
-Purina
k,
Black Sunflower Bird Seed

( Biadtord s (ii one ()I the leading investment
banking finus in the southeast, has openings for
experienced brokets in a most supportive business
environment Located on the lobby level within United
(a)mmonwealth Bank in Murlay Kentucky we ollei till
Limiters a unique cipportunitv lot unlimited taming.
potential
I lankly iiti, standaids ale quite high But il V1111 have the
desire to take your production iii the next level with di(
suppoit of one ril the largest financial holding companies
ii Western Kentucky contact
'sieve McManus at
502. 575 5293 tit write in confidence to

(.. Bradit.d & (ii
(.1tizens Bank tk Trust (a)
111 Broadway
1'0 Hon 2400
Paducah, KY 42002

.50 lb. $9.95

ijri

We Also Have Mice, Rats, &
Crickets.
Mon -Fr!, 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.,
Sat. 8:30-4:00

Farmers
Farmacy
Dixieland Ctr. • Murray • 759-2248

•
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753-0489
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CARPET & FLOOR COVERING

Farmers Farmacy
Is
Now In Murray
With A Full Line Of
Pet Food & Supplies

"Quick & Paintless
Automotive Dent Removal"
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WASHINGTON TODAY

From talking films
to VCRs, a judge's
patent law career
By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — If he wanted, 91-year-old federal appeals Judge Giles S. Rich could retire and spend his days reflecting
on a career in patent law that dates to the early days of that amazing invention — talking movies.
But the nation's oldest and longest-tenured federal judge still on
active service is too busy refereeing a dispute over a newer innovation: VCR-plus technology for programming home video recorders.
Rich can perhaps be excused for his devotion to the federal law
giving inventors exclusive rights to their creations, because he coauthored the last major revision erected by Congress in 1952.
"The patent system was 200 years old in 1990, and I've been
part of it for nearly one-third of its life," Rich noted in a recent
interview.
As a young lawyer in 1929, "one of the first jobs I had was to
take a suck of patents on talking moving pictures and study them
and give advice to clients."
The "gimmicks and gadgets" in Rich's office give testimony to
his lifelong interest in figuring out how things work.
He has an old sewing machine, the kind operated by pedal power. He has tinkered with car engines and grandfather clocks and
once put together a model engine for a prop jet that still works.
There's a model of the Apollo lunar module.
"I thought that was just about mankind's greatest achievement
— to fly to the moon and come back," he said.
As a boy in Rochester, N.Y., Rich worked for a man who put
together human skeletons. His father, Giles Willard Rich, became a
patent lawyer after drafting patent applications for some of George
Eastman's turn-of-the-century inventions in photography.
Rich first aimed for a career in commercial aviation, but flunked
the eye test. Style turned to patent law, which he basically taught
himself because the Columbia University School of Law offered no
courses in that legal specialty.
The Constitution authorizes Congress to temporarily give
"inventors the exclusive right to their ... discoveries." The idea is
to encourage innovation through financial incentive. Who would
spend the money to develop and market new inventions if someone
else could immediately copy them?
During 27 years in private legal practice, Rich helped inventors
get patents on "the greatest variety of stuff you can imagine" — a
dump truck, an electrical switching device, even an air-raid shelter.
But the federal law was confusing. It said only true inventions
could be awarded patents, but didn't give a definition. ,
Folks in Washington decided it was time to rewrite the law, and
Rich was one of several experts chosen for the task. He suggested
the standard that still prevails: Something can be patented if it
would not have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in that
area.
It took years of lectures, articles and court rulings by Rich before
the new standard took hold.
But what a world it opened up: A 1980 opinion drafted by Rich
got the biotechnology industry going by allowing patents to be
awarded to newly developed living things.
President Eisenhower had named him in 1956 as the first patent
lawyer on the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals. That
court was merged with another in 1982 to become the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.
After 39 years, Rich has been on active status with a full caseload longer than any other current judge. And he is older than
almost every other active judge in U.S. history — even Oliver
Wendell Holmesretired from the Supreme Court before he turned
91.
But don't think that his age makes Rich a pushover. One lawyer
who argued before him this week got an earful.
"You've just dragged this defendant through all this expensive
litigation. To what purpose? You haven't presented a case," the
judge said sternly but without raising his voice.
What keeps him going? An even temperament and a moderate
lifestyle, say his former law clerks, but also an active interest in
young people and modem things.
"He has survived so long and kept his mind intact largely by
staying in discourse with bright young people," said Paul M.
Janicke, a University of Houston law professor who clerked for
another judge but lunched regularly with Rich.
"He feels just as comfortable with the forefront of technology as
the old technology," said lawyer John Witherspoon, who clerked
for Rich during the mid-1960s. "He is still very much a modern
man."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Laurie Asseo covers the Supreme Court
and legal affairs for The Associated Press.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our ''Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
leuers on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the tight 10 COliderde Or reject My letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Depending on the list, Gov. Brereton Jones wants the General
Assembly to spend — or
"invest" — something more
than 535 million during a special
legislative session starting July
31.
Not a paltry sum. But he's a
piker compared to the construction dreams of the rest of his
administration. Not even Jones'
growing surplus could cover this
tab:
—$2.7 billion. In the next two
years.
—And another $1.87 billion in
the two years after that.
—And nearly S16.5 million
before this year is over.
Like the furniture stores commercials would have you believe,
it's Christmas in July for state
government. The Capital Planning Advisory Board met last
week and everyone had their
wish lists.
The board was created to try to
bring some order to the chaos
that was the capital construction
process in state government. Historically, things got built largely
on the basis of who's clout was
bigger. Or whose name might go
on a building.
That still happens, of course.
Take, for example, the new
library at the University of Kentucky. In theory, state agencies
are supposed to get permission to
build things. UK got permission
to spend some money it raised
privately to begin the library project, but it didn't get the $42 million it wanted from state

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
government.
So with some creative accounting, a little fiscal sleight of hand,
willing parties among the city of
Lexington, the athletics department, the alumni association and
an organization that billed for
doctors at the medical center, UK
gets a library.
The state, and taxpayers may
get stuck with the bill for running
it without the university ever
having gotten permission to build
it.
But two years ago, the advisory board compiled and recommended its first list of projects
for attention, and money. It was
largely ignored as the 1994 General Assembly got in a tussle with
Jones over how much should be
spent on construction.'
That doesn't keep the agencies
from dreaming.
Some of the items are big tickets all by themselves.
Two years ago, the Finance
Cabinet wanted to build a giant
new state office building and get
rid of all of those leases that
make many Frankfort property
owners wealthy. It was to cost
$70 million. Current plans call
for a parking garage and a cost of
$106 million.

And that is not even the biggest single thing on administration wish list.
That distinction belongs to a
communication system that
would be used by the Division of
Disaster and Emergency Services,
the Kentucky State Police and
others at a whopping $125
million.
Some of the others are more
routine.
The judicial branch wants new
courthouses in Fayette, Hardin,
Jefferson, Calloway, Warren and
Kenton counties.
The state police want new
posts in Frankfort, Harlan,
Hazard and LaGrange.
The state Capitol, built 80
years ago at a cost of less than $3
million, would take $74.7 million
to renovate.
The Department of Military
Affairs wants to replace the helicopter that crashed with Jones in
it. It also thinks the state should
have a fixed-wing airplane, something like a King Air.
The real capital kings are the
universities, which want exotic
medical and research equipment.
The University of Kentucky

likes to think big.
It wants new buildings at all of
the community colleges, including a complete second campus
for Lexington Community College. Not only that. UK dropped
a hint about wanting a brand new
community college in the
London-Corbin area.
Then there is No. 128 on the
UK list — $24 million for expansion of Commonwealth Stadium,
proving one of two things. Hope
springs eternal for UK football
fans. Or somebody thinks there
aren't enough empty seats there
now.
The stadium expansion is five
places higher on the list than a
$3.2 million "high security isolation facility." While some might
suggest that might properly be
under an addition to the University of Louisville football facility.
UK officials say it really is an
isolation area for sick horses.
Among the 128 items on
Louisville list for the coming two
years is a "49-foot research vessel." This is no party barge.
Biology professor Jim Thorp said
it would be to conduct research
along the nation's rivers. Something that sleeps six.
Two years ago, Louisville
wanted a 60-footer to go along
with the smaller boat. Presumably
they abandoned that ship.
How about a servohydraulic
biaxial mechanical instrument?
No. 128 at Uotl... $125,000.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Courier-Journal, Louisville
Here's a frightening statistic: Kentucky leads the nation in the
rate of teen-agers dying in motor-vehicle crashes.
Unlike many other safety problems, this is one for which there is
a partial solution that wouldn't co41 a great deal to get rolling —
graduated licensing, which is a series of steps that delays the age at
which teen-agers can become fully licensed drivers.
There's ample proof that graduated licensing reduces accidents
among teen-agers. Federal safety officials advdeate it So does the
insurance industry. Mothers Against Drunk Driving endorses graduated licensing. ...
Currently Kentucky grants 16-year-old applicants a full license
after a month of driving on a learner's permit. The permit allows

them to drive, day ex night, if they are accompanied by a
licensed
driver — who could be another wet-behind -the-cars adolescent
driver.
Under graduated licensing, young people would be required
to
work through a series of steps that include supervised practice
and
restricted driving privileges. They would have to maintain a
clean
driving record for at least a year before becoming fully
licensed.
The program works. And it's needed in Kentucky. Here teenagers make up only 7 percent of the licensed drivers, but they were
involved in 17 percent of fatal accidents in 1994, according to a
study by staff writer Fran Ellers. Many accidents stem from driver
errors, which is the sort of problem that can be avoided by insisting
that young drivers get more practice.

ANALYSIS

JOHN KING
Associated Press Writer
he cult dead.
In both forums, Republicans
will be looking to embarrass the
administration, hoping to expose
misjudgments in the Waco raid
and ethical lapses the night of
Fostcr's death.
Rep. Bill Zeliff of New Hampshire, co-chairman of the Waco
hearings, says he believes Reno
relied on superiors when she
authorized the Waco raid and got
the military to help. Many Republicans consider Waco a stunning
abuse of power by overzealous
federal authorities who had other
options to serve warrants on
Branch Davidian leader David
Koresh.
Zeliff suggests those involved
in the decision-making "could
include the president," leaving
little doubt where his inquiries
will focus. In a replay of hearings
past, with only the parties of the
players reversed, Republicans
have demanded broad access to
records the White House insists
are prOtected by presidential
privilege.
As for Whitewater, Banking
Committee Chairman Alfonse
D'Amato says he wants to determine whether documents from
Fostcr's office were "mishandled, misplaced or destroyed" by
senior White House aides who

entered the office the night of the
suicide.
That question was off limits
when the Democratic Congress
explored Whitewater, briefly, last
year. The Waco raid, too, was the
subject of hearings by the Democratic Congress and a 500-page
Treasury report detailing numerous mistakes.
But there's no double jeopardy
when it comes to congressional
hearings and there has never been
any doubt that Republicans
would exercise their newfound
authority. In doing so, they have
clearly put the administration on
the defensive. But not without
risk.
If they unearth no major new
information in the Whitcwater
case, the Clinton camp will have
an opening to cast the hearings as
little more than a political vendetta, an attempt to smear a president heading into an election. At
considerable expense.
"I don't think the taxpayers
are going to get $1 million worth
of information for their money,"
predicts one Democratic member
of the Whitewater committee,
Paul Simon of Illinois.
The potential perils for Republicans are greater in the Waco
hearings.
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White House girds for summer
WASHINGTON ,,(AP) — With
the gavel comes the power to set
the agenda, so it follows that
Republicans are eager to explore
two episodes the Clinton White
House would just as soon forget:
Waco and Whitewater.
For years, it has been Republicans who cried foul as Democrats
called congressional hearings on
Reagan and Bush administration
controversies, large and small,
looking to embarrass the White
House and perhaps advance their
own legislative agenda.
So Democrats, from the president to his uneasy allies in Congress, have little standing to protest. Still, from their perspective,
Waco and Whitewater are hardly
welcome topics for midsummer
political dramas.
In separate hcaringl this week,
senior Clinton aides will be summoned to detail-- and defend —
their actions at two tragic junctures for the administration a few
months apart in 1993: the deadly
raid on the Branch Davidian
complex in Waco, Texas, and the
suicide of deputy White House
counsel Vincent Foster.
A special Senate committee
opens hearings Tuesday on a
dicey topic of the Whitewater
investigation — whether White
House. aides tampered with files
in Foster's office that dealt with
the first family's controversial
investment in an Arkansas real
estate development.
The Waco hearings open a day
later in the House, with Republicans anxious to know just how
Attorney General Janet Reno,
then fresh on the job, decided to
authorize the April raid — and
the use of a combustible tear gas
— that left some 80 members of

Bene

As the GOP tries to discredit
overeager law enforcement, especially by the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms, it will be
playing to the strong antigovernment sentiment that helped
bring Republicans to power last
November, particularly in the
South and West.
The administration is equally
determined, while admitting myriad mistakes were made at Waco,
to show it was taking a tough line
against a strange cult that was
stockpiling deadly weapons —
and that Republicans are trying to
curry favor with mysterious militias and the National Rifle
Association.
Whatever mistakes the government made, "the real villain at
Waco was David Koresh,"
Trgasury Undersecretary Ronald
Ndble argues.
The hearings, he lamented, are
likely to lead to more "vicious,
unfair and destructive rhetoric"
aimed at law enforcement officials. "It is not only motivated
by the lowest form of politics,
but it deeply impairs the morale
of the agents on the line," Noble
said.
Republicans insist otherwise,
at the goal of Waco and Whitewater hearings is to explore any
mistakes, and to make sure they
are corrected — and those
responsible punished.
Such oversight is the right and
responsibility of any Congress,
all partisanship aside. The test is
whether Republicans stay on the
right side of the fine line between
watchdog and witch hunt.
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Monday, July 17
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board:8 pm :Murray City Hall

Jo Burkeen
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Benevolence Summit ll

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/6 pm lodge hall
Professional Secretaries
ternational'6 p m salad supper.+
.. iversity Branch of Peoples First
Aluway County Association of Concerned Citizens/7 30 pm /basement
meeting room of Weeks Community
Center
Coldwater Bapist Church Bible
Schook6 30 p m
Kirksey Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Reach'ut Callers III.+4 pm . Bible School/6

Wednesday

The community's second Benevolence Summit will be Wednesday. July 19, at noon in ballroom of Curris Center, Murray State
University. All agencies, churches, civic and service organizations,
educational institutions, and other entities with a service mission are
urged to have one or more representatives present. Participants may
bring their lunches. Coffee and soft drinks will be provided by Murray Ledger & Times. For information call United Way office at
753-0317 or Family Resource Center, 753-3070. Those in attendance
will be given a copy of an up-to-date community resource directory.
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CCACC will meet tonight
Calloway County association of Concerned Citizens will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. in basement meeting room of Weaks
Community Center. Discussion will center about current litigation
and the petition drive. This a non-partisan organization former to
' discuss local issues. For more information call Ella Van Tidwell,
753-5308, or Kathy Lyons, 759-4735.
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Amber Dawn Mooci.
.
and Terry Shane Elkins

Free blood pressure checks given
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday. July 18, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets. This is a free service of the church.
Singles (SOS) plan meeting
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, July 18,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Janice Alford will speak
about "Opportunities and Accountability." The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice, 474-8774.
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Antioch holding gospel meeting

ohydraulic
istrument?
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Antioch Church of Christ will have a gospel meeting through Friday, July 21. Mike Tanaro of Lone Oak will be the speaker at services at 7:30 p.m. nightly. The public is invited to attend.
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Songfest planned

Wednesday

The monthly Songfest by Church Women United of Murray and
Calloway County will be Wednesday, July 20, at 2:30 p.m. at Fem
Terrace Lodge. All members and interested persons are invited to
participate in this special event for the residents at the lodge.
Coalition

will meet Tuesday

Calloway County Coalition for Patton-Henry '95 will meet Tuesday, July 18, at 7 p.m. in Circuit Courtroom of Miller Courthouse
Annex. All Patton=Henry supporters are invited, according to Jody
Lassiter and Dottie Lyons, co-chairs.
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CeMS Council meeting Thursday
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Thursday, July 20, at 6 p.m. Items on the agenda
include Back-to-School Night, extra-curricular handbook, personnel,
design team members, and open forum. Cloyd Bumgardner, principal, invites the public to attend.
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CPR Class will be Saturday
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have a
community CPR re-certification class on Saturday, Judy 22, at 1:30
p.m. Melissa Johnston will be instructor. This sass will fill up
quickly, so call 753-1421 as soon as possible to register. Red Cross
is a United Way agency.

er

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday. July 18 and 19, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. Parents and Twos are at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For more
information call the library at 753-2288.
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Fair Board requesting contestants
Calloway County Fair Board is taking applications for Little Mr.
and Miss Contest for boys and girls, ages 5 to 7; for Baby Contest
for boys and girls, ages 0 to 4; and for Miss Teen Contest, ages 13
to 15. The entry fee of $10 will be for Little Mr. and Miss and Baby
Contests and S20 for Miss Teen. The event will be Saturday. July
22, at 6 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray' State University. For
applicaticIns and information contact Dana Prescott, 753-1883., or
Connie McMillen, 437-4171.
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The Bookmobile ul Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, July
18, 19, 20 and 21.
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CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

Ginny Morgan, bookmobile
librarian, has released her schedule as follows:

Tuesday
Sunshine Day Care, Sue Wicker,
Wee Care, Sally.
Wednesday
Browns Grove, Jordan, L Smith, M
Tucker, Kitksey School Yard
Thursday
Hamlin, Meeks, Calhoun.
Stubblefield,
Friday
Deanies

Moody-Elkins wedding
vows to be said July 22
Amber Dawn Moody and Terry Shane Elkins will be married
Saturday, July 22, 1995, at 10 a.m. at Howell General Baptist Church,
Evansville, Ind.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Daniel and Mary Moody of
Wadesville, Ind. She is the granddaughter of Lenore Boyd and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert P. Harris of Elberfeld. Ind., and of Mr. and Mrs.
Shirley Moody of Evansville, Ind.
The groom-elect is the son of Bobbie and Freda Elkins of 1301
Sycamore st.. Murray. He is the grandson of Willie Ford and the late
Amonette Ford of Calvert City and of Hattie Elkins and the late David
Elkins of Murray.
Miss Moody is a student at Murray State University majonng in
Occupational Safety and Health. Mr. Elkins is employed at Murray
State University.

Ladies golf, luncheon
will be at Murray club
Special activities will be at
Murray Country Club on Wed-'
nesday, July 19.
Lunch will be served for all
members and their guests from
noon to 2 p.m. Reservations are
not required. There will be a
choice of entrees with cost being
55.
Ladies golf play will start at 9
a.m. with Toni Hopson and Beth
Belote as hostesses.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. If a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses.
The lineup' is as follows:
Tee 1 - Nancy Haverstock,'Rebecca
Landolt. Barbara Gray, Martha Sue
'Ryan,
Tee 3 - Lisa Carver. Diane Villanovca, Freda Steely, Betty Scott,
Tee 4 - Toni Hopson, Edith Garrison, Margaret Shuffett, Peggy

Till

p m .'Calloway County Public Library

Free blood .pressure checks/noon-2
p m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p m..Chamber of Commerce
Info/Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice
474.8774,
Murray Country Club pizza party for
ages 9 to 13 from 6 to 8 p.m.
Murray Art Guild business meeting."1
pm.; guild open.+1-3 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m
Grace Baptist Church Library open ,
10-11:30 a.m
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Day Out/9 a.m. and 2:30
p.m ; Sharon Wells Group will not
meet.
Hazel Center open 10 am -2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.

Winners of play on Wednesday, July 12, have been released
by Norma Frank, hostess, as
follows:
First flight - Cathryn Garrott
and Toni Hopson tied for first,
Freda Steely, second;
Second flight - Anna Mary
Adams, first, Billie Cohoon,
second;
Third flight - Rebecca Landolt,
first;
Fourth flight - Barbara Gray,
first:
Overall low putts - Edith
Garrison.

about noon when golf play is
completed. For luncheon reservations call Margaret Maddox at
7530861) or Jackie Abbott at
753-2585.
On Wednesday, July 12, the
Oaks club hosted Tri-State Golf
Play. Winners of this play were
published Saturday in the Sports
section.

Quest For Truth
Debut Monday, July 17, 4 p.m. on Cable Channel 34
Sponsored by New Concord Church of Christ

Jim McInteor
July & August Speaker

Stained Glass
Lessons

Quilt Lovers of Murray/6

Murray Optimist Club ,6 30
p m +Christopher's Restaurant
Alcoholics Anonymous.open
meeting 8 p m +American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info, 759-9882 or 435-4314
Breastfeeding Support Group/7-8
p m /Child Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Into:753-3381 or 762-1425
Cancer Support Group meeting,3
p m ;Educational Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Infry762- 1100
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Officers' meeting/7 p m , EnrollmenL8
pm
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open 8 30 a m to 4 30 p m
National Scouting Museum open 9
am -430 pm 1010,762-3383

Fringe Benefits
Beautiful Nails Naturally
With Calcium Gel Capping $15.00
Pedicure - $16.00
Perm Specials. $28.00
Ask For Michelle
Remove fine lines,
facial scars & acne.
See newer, healthier
skin NOW!

Glycolique
Life Is Vorth A 9111, 'hinge Beirfits
604% Broad St. Ext. • Murray

Shoemaker,
Tee 5 - Rowena Cullom, Frances
Richey, Billie Cohoon. Billie Wilson,
Tea 6 - Rainey Apperson, Anna
Mary Adams, Norma Frank, Ann
Brown:
Tee 8 Betty Jo Purdom, Betty
Stewart. Frances Hulse. Cathryn
Garrott.

Bridge and golfplanned by
Oaks'ladies on Wednesday
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club
be Wednesday,
July 19.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
A golf scramble will start at 9
a.m. with Hazel Beale as hostess.
Pairings will be made at the
tee.
A luncheon will be served

• estside Baptist Church Bible
nool.+6 pm
ar Trek Fan Club./7 p m./Calloway
unty Public Library
arents' Anonymous/6 p m
..ifo+753-0082
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
eeting,6 p m /American Legion BuildSouth Sixth and Maple Streets
.io/759-9882 or 435-4314
Tuesday, July 18
Calloway County Coalition for Patton.
Henry'95/7 p.m./Miller Courthouse
Annex
Coldwater Baptist Church Bible
School /6'30 p m.
Kirksey Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p m
Westside Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p m
First United Methodist Church events
include Ouilters/9:30 a.m.; Bible
School/6 p m.

Tuesday, July 18
Weeks Community Center open 8
am 4 pm for senior citizens
activities
Dexter Community Center open 9 30
a m •2 30 p m for senior citizens
activities
Murray TOPS Chapter& p m +First
Presbyterian Church
TOPS Chapter of Hardin 7
p m /Hardin Library
Bingo,7 p m ?Knights of Columbus
building
Coffee Break .9 30 a m 'Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church

GOSPEL
MEETING
Antioch Church of Christ
July 16-21, 1995
with

Bro. Mike Tanaro
Lone Oak, Kentucky
Services
Sunday Morning-9:00 & 10:45
Evening-7:30 p.m. nightly

I

EVERYONE WELCOME!
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VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL
July 17 - 21
6:00 - 8:30 Nightly
Two Years Old 6th Grade
Commencement Service Sun., July 23 at 6 p.m

+Oa

Interested in the timeless
beauty of stained glass art?
Instruction by an experienced
professional with supplies avallabli
Classes now forming.
For more information call:
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502-362-8039
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Bob Haley
Minister

David Seine

4
New Concord Church of Christ

egular Speaker

Westside Baptist
Church
300 S. Johnny Robertson Rd.
For More Information Call 753-8240
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Dubious JUCO
programs used
by MSU players
Ex-Racer coach
named in report
by Dallas paper
Stet, AP Reports

MARK YOUNGitedger

Si Times photo
Local members of the Mayfield Post 26 American Legion baseball team are (from left) John David Poynor,
Murray; Preston Weatherly, Murray;
Sean Waller, Calloway County; Robert Weatherly, Murray; Ethan Crum. Murray; and Brent Anderson,
Calloway County. Not pictured is Ted
Booth, Murray.

Locals fill Mayfield roster
Post 26 now
23-15 on year
By MARK YOUNG
'-'aff Writer
Mayfield Post 26's American
..egion baseball team could
probably. be re-named Mayfield/
Murray Post 26 with hardly a
umplaint from anyone.
With more than half of the
:cam comprised of players from
Calloway County and Murray
high schools and all of the
:.!ani's home games being play:A at Murray High's Ty Holland
Held, the team has taken on

much more ot a local tlavror
than its name implies.
Murray has five players —
Ted Booth, Ethan Crum, John
David Poynor, Preston Weatherly and Robert Weatherly —
on the team, while Calloway
contributes two, Sean Waller
and Brent ,Anderson, to the
13-member squad.
Several Murray-Calloway
players played big roles over
the weekend as Post 26 swept a
four-game series from Morehead Post 126 to improve to
23-15 on the season.
"This group brings a lot of
experience to the team," said
Post 26 coach John Paul Davis
after Friday night's 12-1 win.
"They give us a lot on both

DALLAS (AP) — Academically deficient basketball players are
finding their way into Division 1
schools by using degrees from
questionable programs at twoyear schools, The Dallas Morning
News reports in its Sunday
editions.
The NCAA and National
Junior College Athletic Association have looked into the issue
and two four-year schools —
Murray State and Auburn — have
been investigated, according to
the newspaper's sources.
NCAA coaches are prohibited
from actively helping potential
junior college players in getting
the credits they need. But some
apparently play active roles in
sending future standouts through
intensive summer classes at some
two-year schools.
The Morning News reported
potential NCAA violations
related to eight junior college
athletes who landed at four
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NCAA schools: Arkansas, Kansas
State, Murray State and Louisiana
State.
Documents obtained through
open-record laws and other interviews indicate five of those athletes say they were "set up" at
new junior colleges by representatives from four-year schools.
The News found travel records
that indicated Murray State assistant coach Nikita Johnson lived
near a Kansas junior college for a
month to monitor the attendance
and coursework of three recruits.
The newspaper said that Johnson
and another coach involved
refused comment despite numerous calls and faxes.
Murray State Athletics Director Mike Strickland was in Florida on Saturday night and could
not be reached for comment,
sports information director Dave
Ramey said.
Strickland, however, said in
early April that the Racer basketball program would discontinue
the practice of using such junior
college summer programs in the
future.
"It's legal, but it is a loophole,
and something that we're going
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sides (offense and defense) and
play with their heads up," Davis
they're a good bunch of kids."
said. "They all get along well
Prior to Friday's game, five
and they pull for each other."
of the seven locals were starting
The remainder of the team is
for Post 26: Robert and Preston
made up of players from Graves
Weatherly, Waller, Anderson,
County, Marshall County and
Crum and Ted Booth. Booth,
Christian Fellowship.
however, is out with a separated
Post 26 opened the series
shoulder and Davis said that he
with Friday night's victory, in
is hopeful Booth can return to
which it scored five runs in the
action before the end of the
first inning and added seven
season.
more in the fourth. The game
Five locals, Preston Weatherwas called after five innings
ly, Crum, Poynor, Waller and
because of the 10-run rule.
Anderson have all pitched for
Post 26 tallied 12 hits, with
Post 26 this season, giving the
Robert Weatherly going 2-for-4,
team dependable play throughincluding a three-run homer in
the fourth inning and five RBIs.
out the season, Davis said.
Crum and Anderson were also
"For the most part, these
guys have got a lot of experience, and most of the time they • See Page 7
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STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Gerald Parker gets a congratulatory hug from his wife, Bronda, after winning this weekend's Oaks Invitational.

S'immons Ramirez's 12th inning homer
Parker aces Oaks
outpoints
gives Cleveland dramatic win in Sunday playoff
Reedy to
keep title Indians go up
Early leaders
Staff Report
moray Ledger 8 Times
HENDERSON — Murray
professional boxer Shawn Simmons scored a 10-round deci;ion over Randy Reedy of Henderson Saturday to defend his
Kentucky Lightweight title.
Simmons (19-4-1, 13 KOs)
has now successfully defended
his title four times. Saturday's
win was judged 1(X0-91, 99-93
and 98-93.
"I thought that it was going
to be easier than it was and it
turned into an all-out war," said
Simmons, who beat Reedy in
1989 in a fight in Racer Arena.
"I'm a little sore right now."
Simmons cut Reedy over the
eye in the fifth round, but
couldn't knock him down.

.
41.
41. 41. 411

14 1/2 on K.C.

By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer

CLEVELAND (AP) — No one
had a better view of the Cleveland Indians' latest miracle finish
than Dennis Eckersley. And even
he had to appreciate it.
"In a situation like that, you'd
think a guy would be trying for a
base hit — and he goes long.
Unbelievable," a still-stunned
Eckersley said Sunday after Manny Ramirez hit a two-out, tworun homer off him in the 12th
inning, lifting the Indians past the
Oakland Athletics 5-4.
Ramirez gave the Indians their
13th win in their last at-bat this
season, completing their firstever four-game sweep of thc A's.
Cleveland is 6-0 in extra innings.

Mb- 4..0.OP.

SUNDAY BUFFET 11-3 $5.9 s

''Seven Seas

Wed. Ore Set 4 pas
Setsbda
!
. 11 e.m.-3 psis
Moe & Ter. - Closed

753-4141

gone when I hit it."
"Phenomenal," Eckersley
said. "I threw him two sinkers
away, then I came inside and he
came out of his shoes with that
swing. Incredible."
The Indians improved the best
record in baseball, and the best
start in franchise history, to
50-21. They are 14'A games
ahead of Kansas City in the AL
Central.
Oakland is winless in eight
extra-inning games and has lost
10 straight times to Cleveland
dating to July 1993.
Alan Embree (2-0) got the win
despite yielding Javier's sacrifice
fly in the 12th.
Rickey Henderson, who started
game with a home run, opened
the A's 12th with a double. He
moved to third on a wild pitch
and slid home for the go-ahead
run, easily beating the throw
from Ramirez on Javier's fly to
medium right.
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Wednesday-Senior's night! Buy one get one free!!
Thursday Night-'All You Can Ear Popcorn Shrimp .5.95
Friday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet
8.95
Saturday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet 8.95
un ay-Our Grand Lunch Buffet 11-3
5.95

"I think we've learned with
this club that you shouldn't leave
the game early," Indians manager Mike Hargrove said.
Oakland took a 4-3 lead on
Stan Javier's sacrifice fly in the
top of the 12th, but Carlos Baerga opened the bottom half with a
single, his fifth hit of the day and
league-leading 101st of the year.
Two outs later, pinch-runner
Kenny Lofton stole second while
Ramirez was falling behind 0-2
in the count. Eckersley (2-3) ran
the count to 2-2 — Ramirez
fouled off two pitches in the
interim — before Ramirez drove
his team-leading 21st home run
into the bleachers in left.
"He's one of the best pitchers
in the league," said Ramirez.
who was facing Eckersley for the
first time. "I was just trying to
make contact. On the pitch I hit
out, he made a mistake and left it
out over the plate. It hit the good
pin of the bat. I knew it was
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"Tee Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"
Call Today! For Trial Program!
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OAKS INVITATIONAL

leave door open
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Flight results and scores from the 11195
Oeks Invitational men • soil tournament. held
Seturday and Sunday at the Oaks Country
Club in Murray. (a-won on first playlet' hole.)
Charrolonehip Flight
s-Corald Parser
143
To,,, Clendenon
.143
Lee Stalin
145
Jesse EloaSer
145
First Flohi
Pete Heywood
.147
Shawn Kern
.. 147
Tim Douse
.147
Lam Bond
.149
Ted Detroit
149
Second Fl,ght
Jeff Ochs.
... 150
Edd Choet•
182
Chuck Waite
162
Th ,rd Flip hi
Danny Woods
.. 159
Rodney Ti,.,
. 159
Barry Futrell
159
Fourl(, Fleght
Denny Henson
180
Joe Uogrove
.180
Fifth Flpht
Bill 14614..
171

rh

Murray's Gerald Parker needed
a few breaks Sunday when he
teed off for the final round of this
weekend's Oaks Invitational.
His hole-in-one on No. 8 was a
sign of things to come.
Parker shot a 1 -under-par 71
on Sunday and won in a one-hole
playoff over Tom Clendenen to
capture the first tournament
championship of any kind in his
career.
Parker and Clendenen each
"I thought some of the guys in
started the day two strokes back
the last (leader) group would
of a group of four golfers at shoot 67 or 68, and I thought I'd
2-under, but got into contention
have to shoot 66 or 67 and that
when Jessq Rooker and Lee Mar• See Page 7
tin shot 3-over 75s.
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Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

tr FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn 7-5, Sat 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
Owners: Ronnie MolvIn & Gerreld Boyd
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II Dubious JUCOs...

III Sports Briefs

FROM PAGE 6
to stop doing," Strickland said,
Mark Gottfried is Murray
State's new basketball coach,
replacing Scott Edgar, who is
now the coach at Duquesne.
"In April, when we announced
that Gottfried would become our
coach, we also announced that we
had discovered secondary violations and that we had turned
those over to the NCAA. We are
waiting for a response from the
NCAA," Ramey said.
He said the secondary violations had to do with illegal contact with players.
A player from Pensacola (Fla.)
Junior College intending to move

LOCAL BASEBALL

Murray All-Stars win Bronco tourney
The Murray Blue All-Star team won the Murray Invitational
Bronco League Tournament held July 6-8 at Murray-Calloway
County City Park.
The Murray Blues advanced to the championship game by beating Kirksey 12-2, Calvert City 11-3 and Murray Gold 10-2. Murray
then beat Graves County 3-2 to clinch the championship, going
undefeated in the double-elimination tournament.
Team members are: Tony Ryan, Josh Hodges, Aaron Cowan,
Jeremy Bolls, Chase Wallace, Kwen Trice, Mark Chamberlain,
Brad Thurmond, Brady Harris, Seth Bryant, Matt Kelleher, Brad
Hendricks and Brian Asher. Coaches: Bill Cowan (head coach),
Don Chamberlain and Tim Thurmond.

on to LSU received a lull credit
toward his associate's degree at
Independence (Kan.) Junior College for acting in a play. All
Glover Jackson had to do, the
News said, was hold a spear and
say the line, "Hark! Who goes
there?"
Jackson played one season for
the Tigers, averaging 2.2 points
per game.; He signed with the
Harlem Globetrotters last month.
Craig Carse, the coach at the time
from LSU that was involved, also
failed to respond to calls and faxes from the paper.
"Quite fraaly, the two-year
colleges that Ire doing this are
giving the rest of the two-year
colleges a had name," said Ste-

phen Mallonee, an NCAA
SON ices director. "... It
may be an area where our membership needs to look at closing
some of the loopholes."
The executive director of the
NJCAA said some of the blame
lies with the four-year schools
that encourage the use of questionable courses.
"If the presidents of these
four-year schools had any guts at
all, they would reject these kinds
of kids," said George Killian,
who said his organization is
cooperating with an NCAA
investigation into the matter.
"When you accept them, what
you are saying to the world is,
'These young men and women

meet the requirements of our
institution ' And that, to me, is
really ndiculous," Killian said.
NCAA officials have -probed
Independence and Allen County
(Kan.) Community College on
the issue, and officials at bothe
schools say they're cracking
down on summer degrees
awarded to transferring athletes,
Players warehoused in junior
colleges to go on to four-year
schools are usually those that
can't meet the NCAA's minimum
high school exit standards
A score of 700 on the Scholas
tic Aptitude Test and a 2.0 grade
point average in high school are
the bare minimums required to
play at four-year schools.

only two hits.

the double-elimination district
tournament next week at Paducah's Brooks Stadium. The other
teams involved are Paducah, Ballard and Princeton Post 116.

good pitching, good defense,
we'll have to hit the ball well and
run the bases with our heads up,"
Davis said. "We'll have to go out
and make things happen.
"If we conic to play every day,
there's no doubt in my mind that
we can beat anybody we play,"
he added.
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Evert enters International Hall of Fame
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•Post 26...

NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) — Chris Evert, who won 139 singles
titles, including 18 Grand Slams, was inducted into the International Tennis Hall of Fame.
Evert won at least one Grand Slam tournament singles title every
year between 1974 and 1986 — three times at Wimbledon, twice at
the Australian Open, a record seven French Opens and six U.S.
Opens.

BASEBALL

White Sox release pitcher Dibble
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Hard-throwing reliever Rob Dibble was
placed on waivers by the Chicago White Sox. Dibble, who signed
with Chicago as a free agent Feb. 27, was 0-1 with one save and a
6.28 ERA in 16 games this year.
He had 88 saves in six seasons with Cincinnati.
CYCLING

lndurain maintains Tour de France lead
GUZET-NEIGE, France (AP) — Miguel Indurain celebrated his
birthday the same way he has done so the last few years — in the
lead of the Tour de France.
Indurain, who turned 31, came in third in the 14th stage on the
101-mile leg from St. Orens de Gameville to Guzet-Neige to maintain his yellow jersey by 2 minutes, 46 seconds over Switzerland's
Alex Zulle.
AUTO RACING

Jarrett claims Miller Genuine Draft 500
LONG POND, Pa. (AP) — Dale Jarrett used every drop of fuel
to get within a half mile of victory, then coasted around the final
turn and hung on to beat Jeff Gordon in the Miller Genuine Draft
500.
He beat series leader Gordon by about five car lengths (.19 seconds). The victory was only the third this year for a Ford Thunderbird, and the fourth for the 38-year-old driver.

FROM PAGE 6
Crum and Anderson were also
both 2-for-4 with two RBIs while
Graves County's Tory Hicks was
2 for 3.
Preston Weatherly was the
winning pitcher, giving up five
hits.
Mayfield took a 8-2 decision in
the first game of Saturday's doubleheader, breaking open a close
game with six runs in the third
inning.
Post 26 had eight hits, as Crum
was 3-for-4, Robert Weatherly
was 2-for-3, Preston Weatherly
was 2-for-4, Sanders homered
and Waller doubled. The Weatherlys knocked in two runs apiece.
Graves County's T.J. Johnson
was the winning pitcher, giving
up only two hits.
In Saturday's second game,
Post 26 squeezed out a 2-0 win
on just four hits. Sanders again
homered and Waller added
another double. Poynor was the
winning pitcher, surrenduring

In Sunday's final game of the
series. Post 26 came out on top
5-1.
For Mayfield, Anderson was
3-for-3, Crum was 3-for-4 and
Waller was 2-for-4 with two
RBIs. Robert Weatherly brought
in a run with a sacrifice fly while
Crum and Anderson also knocked
in one run apiece.
Crum was the winning pitcher,
with Anderson coming on in
relief.
The team begins the final week
of the regular season tonight,
playing at Paducah Post 31 at 7
p.m. Post 26 then plays at Ballard
County Post 3 Tuesday night,
then has its final home game
Wednesday night against Sikeston, Mo. A game scheduled for
Thursday night at Chaffee, Mo.,
may be cancelled, and Post 26
will wrap up the regular season
Friday with a doubleheader at
Harrisburg, Ill.
Mayfield then looks ahead to

▪
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Parker tapped in and watched
Clendenen's putt to save par
come up short of the cup.
"Tom's won the Oaks match
play championship the last two or
three years so it means a lot to
beat him," said Parker. "He's
been a winner and he's a very
good golfer."
Parker, who often plays in a
back brace but opted to leave it
in the golf cart this weekend,
came close to winning the Oaks
in 1992, but lost to Roy Cothran
in a playoff.
His hole-in-one came on the
211-yard par-3 eighth hole. He
used a 3-iron.
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Jane Rogers Ins.

145

Let us help simplify your
business insurance.

147
147
147
149
149
150
152
152

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-11 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
Snursic vs. run tz, ,,

1967 Chev. Caonce

03,000

elSwo

1988 Clas Cavaa

753-9627

a

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm
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INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
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With Our All-Summer--Long

All-You-Can-Eat

S
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Pizza Buffet & Drink 9411g

YEELIING IYDENzy
• Unlimited Refills • Lunch or Dinner • No Coupon Needed

2 Medium Pizzas

no
'
Pick-up or.
.Good thru Monday, July 24
-Not good with any other special

Lta.fZivit_StiALA-Aas.:

if your
business requires many
different insurance coverages, having the protection
you need doesn't have to be complicated. Grange has
.-ombined the most wanted business insurance features into
ine Commercial Package policy.
You'll like the comprehensive, yet
iffordable, protection it provides.
iINBu,
'all or visit us soon so we can tell

raccanlift , '2,950

Ford Ranger nJCii RI14 ria.

-Original Crust
-Extra Toppings
only $1.00 each
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'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
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For Your Convenience Now Offers

Sponsored By

MAJOR LEAGUES

FROM PAGE 6
would've been tough for me,"
said the 59-year-old Parker.
Sunday's playoff lasted just
one hole, as Clendenen's second
shot missed the green on No. I,
the Oaks' short par-4. Parker, hitting second, knew the door was
open.
"When he hit his second shot
down the hill and left I knew he
couldn't get up and down for
par," said Parker. "I just wanted
to get on the green and two-putt
(for par)."
Clendenen's chip shot ran 10
feet below the hole while Parker's birdie putt rolled to a stop

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

SCOREBOAF

IS
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

IN Parker...

"If we're going to do anything
in the district tournament, we're
going to need the basic things:

There's a Feeding Frenzy going on at Darnell
Marine. And we've taken a big bite out of the
price on the value-packed Montego, the highperformance Daytona, the luxurious Monte
Carlo, and the three-passenger Montego Deluxe. We've taken $1000 offthe manufacturer's
suggested retail. But hurry,the Frenzy ends the
31st of July. At these prices, everybody will be
hunting for sharks.
DARNELL NIARINE,INC.
HIGHWAY 94 EAST
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3734

• IP -4•

ie

—

P

2 Large Pizzas
-Original Crust
00
-Extra Toppings
only $1.00 each

1
only $
'Pick-up or delivery
-Good thru Monday, July 24
-Not good with any other special
I

The Best Pizza In Town...

411
'

e

•
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.
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8
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY JULY 1%. 1996
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
12.11P1SIY Asa

TO PLACE
AN AD

$600 Column Inch

ao% Mecum 2nd hie
40% Oacount he tun
LAS aas M. AA MVO I/ 00,Prod)
$2 00 por column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guido)

ANNOUNCEMENTS

2ieC
285
3X
30
320
33C
34C
3cC

FARMERS MARKET
Ecem Eaurrome^,
.erock & Supa. es
& Suppi es

Xarsilze-52.222Leposi
A $200 fee *lab* rep isinK1 Ic floss
any clue-vet to ea one, aeoceine

OmCO

55c

;Goa & Sega

REAt ESTATE RENIAL
Mote Homes for Rent
Mobil, Home Lori ror Rent
Business Pontos
Wont 7o Rent
Apartments For Pent
Rooms For Rent
Houses Pee Rent
col Pen* or Lease

SERVICES
080
2X
25C
29C
530

insurance
Exterminating
&useless Services
Heating & Copying
Soneces Offered
1RANSPOR IA!ION

470
480
485
490
495
SCO

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Paris
Used Cots
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

020

'. Pizza Mag,c Aurora
Closed
5pm
'r ues Pizza salads
•
m(tvedies gyros &
o • Li:, st.cks Dine in or
r. out 1'1 8119 oi
- 649 3804

MONEY career, marriage
or family problems
759-2295

a

This Cute young Lass
whose youth has pas!
.s turning 40 today
Come by Republic
Bank & Trust and wish
her a Happy Birthday

Happy Birthday
Betty

COM.NG this month all day
Saturday work shop seminar Learn how to turn your
He from negatve to posiliVe Discover how to get
the things you want and WO
the life you desire Call
immediately for registracon
details Hurray spaces limited 759-2295
DEPRESSION, stress
PMS, aging, menopause
Counseling center
759-2295

1996 CCHS
Seniors
Allison Photograph,
has been awarded
the contract for)(Jur
senior portraits. Call
immediatelt
for
,tour appointment.

753-8809

Dr. Russ Howard

i4E.GHT loss, stop smok
.ng and bad habits
759-2295

DRIVERS Top starting
pay, pay for experience
bonuses & benefits package Assigned late model
equipment you take home
every 10-14 days Dr
DRIVER- Exp. driver. school grads welcome
start 28c-30c. mi Excellent Must be 22 with 1 yr OTR,
benefits, satellite comm
CDL- 'A Sign on bonus
Recent truck drrving grad upon
hirel
Call
welcome $1200 annual 1-800-633 0550 ext
Safety Bonus' Boyd Bros
BD-14
Tramp 800-543 8923
DJ NEEDED part tme for
mobile D J business or
DJ 's aorently working to
help with excess work Call
753-2981

HAIL DAMAGE
Free Estimates•References Available

*PAIIITLESS
MOIL REPAIR
•IN Point or Bowie Used
*Keep Yew Ovieinal Factory
Sahli
•Save Alostey

•Sore Time
e /ton Insurance Claws
Accepted

Murray Heart Center

759-4700
Office Hours: 8-5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
Call for an appointment

Boy Scout Troop 112 is in
need of scout uniforms
and camping supplies for
underprivileged scouts
attending summer camp.
To schedule a pickup call
Ron Ball 753-7990.

ATTENTION!!!
Lose Weight & Feel Great
With The Incredible
Emusol Micellization Plus
Herbal Break Through
100% Natural. 100% Dr Recommended
100% Money Back Guarantee
Free Product Available
Call YOir Local Distributor
800-975-7250

sixes,

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
070111 Ctglif*

SA1
• A/I • I NI

753-0302
671-4 SOUTH 3rd STREET
3eidad DM had 5arils.1
MURRAY • KENTUCKY

sanoca-

Catd
of Thanirs

Thefamily of Mr.
and Mrs. Noxie
Johnson wishes to
thank all who offered comfort and
consolation
through the many
expressions of sympathy and acts of
kindness
during
our time of bereavement. May God
bless you.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If yell are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give yoii the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

We Accept

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

It's Here!
HOOKED
ON
Cm>
PHONICS IS HERE!
FOR ONLY $119.95
THE SMART STOP
East Side of Square, Murray, Ky.

Open: 10-5:30 PA-F; 10-4:00 Sat.
Lay-A-Way Available
753-5968
Sound & Lighting Since 1980 *

Sound

ve Producnons

Mobile DJ and Sound Reinforcement Semices
Quality sound and lighting for all occasions
Hundreds of song titles available in all styles
of music from the 50'S to the present.

For Bookings Call

753-2981
EMMANUEL BAPTIST
v' ACADEMY
A Southern
Baptist School
OPEN FALL 1995
Enroll Now Grades K 6
Located at Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Near Southwest Elementary

'53-6487

•111111122211=0112111
365
420
430
4.35
44C
450
460

MOtaie FiCifTes For Sole
For Saie or lease
Home Loans
Reai Era's
Take PrOPerrv
.o's Foi Sae
GcreelS riDr Sae
Homes For Sale
MISCELLANEOUS

4 tti
540
560
57C

Public $ae
For'
,ape
COlamr,
Won'ea

Advertisers Offb requested to
ChliCk YD. Mrs' Insedion 04
Moir ods Tor any error Mutrcry
Ledger & Times will be responsibi• for only one Incorrect insertion
Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
mode.

FOR sal,
436-2326

FOR see aln
ding dress
or 759 9;
message

FOR sale To
bed pick-up
Chevy, 86-9:
759-1072

OFFICE HOURS:

GENERAL E
BTU used 1
$250 Call 7I

Mon.-Fr1. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
• Deadlines ant 2 days
odvancel

Hap
Wanted

Notice

* Quality

120
,130
140
ISO
156
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Comp,re's
For Sole or'
,ciao
Wore 70 Etjv
AMcles FOr Sae
Atata one es
Home Furnishings
Antaues
Vacuum Ceone(s
Sewing Moch.nes
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Feeiwoo0
Muscol
Miscelioneous
TV & Pocto
Pets & Supplies

BOGARD Tn.
cavating, Inc
soil, graVal
rock rip r.
El 4pm 753:

ADJUSTMENTS

ebn

Notice

Holy Cow!!
Look Who
Is 50 Now!!!

0x12 13UILC
$100 goo(
435-4009

CALL 753-1916

iletOYMIENT
ee-b Wonteo
ee c & Chliacore
vkira--ed
Eiusi ess -boort-^
IHstri,ctloe,

Reader Adl
30e per word, $6 00 minimum
e day 64 per word per day for
each acketiorial consecuny•
my $2 00 extra for Shopper
(limos Class/fleas go into Snooping Guide) $220 anUro for
blind box ods

All
For

437-4432

753-4199
$1000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Aladdin Dept
45 302 N A S Dr Suite
171 Corpus Christi Tx
78418
$600 per week with no
experience necessaryl
Noe tir.og .o0viduals in
terested in becoming professional truck drivers
with carder paid training,
see our represenatIve Friday for more Information.
Call 1-800-467-3806.
ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753 2334
APPLY now state certified
Southern Baptist teachers
K 6 Emmanuel Baptist
Academy, applications
available at Blood River
Baptist Assoaation Build
log, Hardin. KY or cal
753-6487 or 437 4432
ASSISTING elderly lady
ihr 600-700 each morn
.ng for a $250 rent free apt
Call 753 7400
BIG Apple Cate Puryear
'n, is now hiring kitchen
nip part time or full time
rlsigay in person after tram
' 901-2475798
-OOKS & dishwashers for
say & nightshifts for theray
it Hazel restaurants Apply
n person Ann s Country
Kitchen
EXPERIENCED hne cooks
2)full or part time Apply in
„erson between 2 & 4pm
Sporty s Grill 15th & Olive

Nationwide

1-£00-455-4199

I

rNURSING OPPORTUNITIES'

Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth-oriented hospital invites
you to join a team of professionals who
are committed to providing high quality healthcare. With state-of-theart technology, we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realize your potential. We
have the following openings:
Med/Surg: RN's
Surgery: RN
With Experience
Surgery: RN
With Scrub Experience
Psychiatric RN: 7p-7a
We offer competitive salary
and a comprehensive
benefits package.
For more information, contact:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901)644-8257
or apply in person at:

H C HENRY COUNTY
M C MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
l'ARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

DRIVING( DELIVERY Pepsi-Cola has job oppor
tunites due to continued
expansion and product
Support Candidates will
enter on the lob training
program to learn to operate
tractor/ trailer, sales arid
merchandising Training at
no cost and you will be paid
as you learn No experience required After successful completion of train
mg, candidates will be responsible for local delivery
runs, customer service and
operation of vehicle Other
positions include local
shuttle runs at night Excellent earning potential and
benefits, with local travel
To apply come to Pepsi'
Cola, Hwy 641 North. Benton on July 19 from
12-4pm 'Local opportunity
with no overnight travel 'established customers and
territory 'national product
with fast repurchase 'support Of top marketing programs and advertising 'continued opportunity to advance •thorough training
program 'competerve salary, benefits and bonus
with monthly incentives

ALWAYS CHECK WITH ANTIQUES by the piece or
RARE Opportunity Inter
HAWKINS RESEARCH collections 753-9433 day
national company now in
FOR YOUR COMPUTER or night
terviewing for Manager &
OFFICE NEEDS. 1304-E
Distributors Booming fire
CHESTNUT
ST. ANTIQUES Entire estates
safety field Complete train
502-753-7001.
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
ing provided This is truly a
six figure income potential' TANDY 1000 computer TX 492 8646 days 753-1418
evenings
If you're wanting to work for with printer & software
yourself but not by yourself $325 753 5809
CASH paid for good, used
make
this
call
rites, shotguns, and pis
1 800 264 7958 ask for Me
tols Benson Sporting
Ian
Colwell
Goods 519 S 12th,
Want
Murray
Buy
To
ROOFERS needed, pay
based on experience 2 PORTABLE playpens,
559-8154
good condition 489-2694

CLASSIFIED

SAFETY advisors,
$2150/per mo Company
will train, call Mon Fri
9am. 1pm
only
502-759-9130

HAIR Designer needed,
booth rental or commission Chentel not a must
Hair Factory talk to Chris
759-1100

Domestic
& Childcare

LAYOUT carpenter & laborer
needed
502-527-3708 call after
7pm
MICROCOMPUTER REPAIR TECHNICIAN. Information Systems Positions
to begin immediately Qualifications A degree in computer engineering technol
ogy or related field and at
least one year professional
experience as a microcomputer repair technician Excellent oral and written
communication skills a
must Responsibilities Installation, problem determination, and repair of a wide
range of microcomputer
and related peripheral
equipment Must be able to
diagnose microcomputer
equipment failure, determine the best method to
properly solve problems,
and perform the most appropriate corrective action
Salary commensurate with
qualifications Screening of
applications to begin immediately and continue until
the position is filled To
Apply Submit resume and
three professional references to Brenda Rowland,
Information Systems, Murray State University, PG
Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009 Murray State
is an equal education and
employment opportunity.
NVF(D AA employer

PRE School teacher for pri
vale program BS in Education or related area required Great opportunity
for creative 8 innovated
person Call 489-2741
ROPER'S Donut Shop accepting applications 4am,
6am. 2pm shifts Cook.
clerk & counter help Apply
in person

701 Main St.

(502) 753-5273

8-13-95 —

10-6-95

8-23-95 — 10-10-95

Other ve
vegetabli

75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing,$5.47/hr.
- setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office,

121 N
Op

BL
a

Help Wanted

WILL do house cleaning
some odd lobs Call days
evenings, Betty and Nancy
474-2131

Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for hop It you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we
would like to meet you
Positions available
tTr Manager

WILL sit with elderly Exp
and refer Call 753-4590
Info

Run tt
Classif
the sr
(paid

• Assistant Manager
* Crew Leaders
Apply in person at the Benton, Calvert City, and
Mayfield Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurants,
E0E/M/F

100

FRANCHISE for sale Es
tabltshed territories in Ky
Tn, II Mo 502-753-1300
9A 6P 100 year old indus
try, 25 year old company

KUBOTA 1
mower, 411 de
only 43hrs,
ton. $3.200

Cour
Op
Swee
$1.50/,

Tobacco Workers Needed

MOTHER of one will sit with
your child Moe- Sat, 7am
6 30pm 759-4649

_

Cc
610101M

KFC
POSITION VACANCIES
The City of Murray has the following vacancy as listed
Welder (pipeline certhcaeon required). Salary
I
$15 000 $19.000 depending on expenence and qualk
c.atuns

PAY PHONE
ROUTE
50 Local
Established Sites
Earn $1500 wkly.
Open 24 hrs

Call 1.800-866-4588
Local Vending
Route For Salei
New-Wave Snack)
Soda Machines
Call Today/
1-800-350-8363

NURSES Aide/ CNA Will
train and work all shifts as
needed Not a fulltime posi
lion Need a mature flexible
person who would enpy
working with the elderly in a
pleasant envaoment Own
transportation & telephone
required Call Glade Dodd
at 753-7109 for appoint
ment EOE

$4595
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
SPECIAL

WILL babysa preschoolers in my home
Monday through Friday I
have references Call
753-8723

NEED someone to stay
with elderly woman- days
Call 753-93670f 753 8053
NO EXPERIENCE 1500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS)

16 Foot 85 Horse Engine

070

Business
Opportunity

KENMORE a
11,000 BTU,
lent condition
bed, good cc
Maple coffee
Call after 6pr

MOVING mus
Kenmore 20
freezer, $225
building, lyr
Brown plaid or
excellent con(
Call 527-2355

1988 Bass Tracker Bayliner

SR Citizens are in need of
a part time meal deliverer
Must be 55 or older and
meet income guidelines
Applications are given at
Sr Citizens office at 607
Poplar St
SWIFT Roofing a now hiring for all types of roofers
EOE We do not discrim.
nate Any questions please
call or come by 753-5976

GOOD clear
mowers, ciea
J D Cub Se.
Hutson Ag
247-4456

LAWN mower!
red 14hp, 42
orange 15h;
759-4634 or ;

SONIC of Murray now hiring all shifts, carhops &
cooks Must be able to work
weekends Apply in person
lpm- 5pm Mon tau Fr,
Sonic of Murray

GENERAL maintenance,
painting, roofing, must be
hard working, dependable
& able to work without
supervision, must have
own transportation
753-3018

GIGANTIC 5
everything in
cept shoes
prom page.
dresses veils
bras Greats
lifetime Star
July 17th eve
All sales final
Tuxedo 916
Bel Air Shog
759-4104

Job apple-awns and descripoon for the above listed
positrons are available at the City Clerk's office located
at 5th & Poplar Streets in the City Hal Building
Deadline for accepting applications a 500 pm,July
24 1995
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required of all applicants

HER Ill
America's Second Car

Hwy. 641

Vir Ugly Duckling

Hrs. Mt

Monziatzs

Anytime

502:,

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

FOR sale Tandy computer
with Dot Matrix printer lots
of games etc $350 obo
759-1185 leave message

Service an

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Complete
vacy anc

Fisher-Price'

Th(

In response to exisUng and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m./6 p.m.-I0 p.m.)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for
/I and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay raw of $8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's hest toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency

V:

201 So. 12th Street

Murray, Ky. 42071
759-2150

Call

An Equal opramiunity Employer SNI-/D/V

1

*

.•_.7.7.s.

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

Spans
Equipment

0.12 BUILDING for sale
$100 good condition
435-4009
BOGARD Trucking and Excavatrng, Inc We haul top
soil. gravel NI dirt. white
roct, rip rap
Mon Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446
FOR sale
436-2326

larTOr

p.m.
a.m.
rye

1

GIGANTIC 50% off sale,
everything in the store except shoes Wedding.
prom, pageant & party
dresses, veils, hats, slips &
bra's Greatest sale of a
hletime Starting Monday
July 17th everything goes
All sales final Images/ Mr
Tuxedo, 916 S 12th St.
Bel Air Shopping Center
759-4104

OLD exerase bike in fav
condition $20 Call
75%9215
RECORD tape & radio
combination 2 lawn mow
ers 753 4685

BEDROOM suite 4pc 2
twin beds with frame, 2
waterbed mattresses, 1
queen, 1 king with heater &
liner, color t v 2 maple
chest. china cabinet with
light & glass shelves
492 8615

County Line Produce
Opening for Season

led

Sweet Corn„
$1.50/doz.

video,

Other varieties of sweet corn &
vegetables available soon.

'al re-

-

121 North Graves/Calloway
County Line Road
Open 7 days a week

met.
,7/hr.
State

Business on
a Budget?

If you
pie, we

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for S175 a month
(paid in advance).
Rote Effective April 1. 1995

ty,
urari:

Coll 753-1916 tor details.

/ ALPINE
)ockfordrosciab.

listed
Salary
qualifi

listed
ocated
ilding

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

clarion

1 July

Dixieland Center

763-0113

aoyer
ants

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
HIS. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment
,

502-759-1333
v ng

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices

071

Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

Or

trade

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
TAKING orders for winter
firewood now 759-1151

Mobile
Horne. Foe Sale

1470 BENDIX 3br Northern built $5 000 759-2501
alter 2pm

Horne
Furnishings

KENMORE air conditioner,
11,000 BTU, 110V, excellent condition $203 Twin
bed good condition $30
Maple coffee table, $40 450 FARMALL. 54hp, Irve
Call after 6pm 489-2101
PTU and hydrolics, new
KUBOTA 1700 riding Ores, runs and looks great,
$
2 90 0
3 28 - 8 3 8 1
mower, 411 deck, 2 yrs old.
only 43hrs. eocellent mod - evenings
ton, $3,200 354-8893
B MODEL Allis 511 blade,
breaking plow, 3 point
LAWN mowers, Dynamark. hitch. good motor, strong
red 14hp, 42" cut, Vida, PTO, 12 volt system, gallon
orange 15hp 43 cut of paint. $1,750 obo
489-2663
759-4634 or 759-4882
MOVING must sell Sears D-6 DOZER cable blade.
Kenmore 20 cu ft chest good condition $6,400
freezer. $225 8x8 storage 753-0521 days 436-2165
building, lyr old $525 nights
Brown plaid couch & chair, MODEL 30 Massey Ferguexcellent condition. $175 son several implements
Call 527-2355
with it 489-2671

GUNS buy see
436-5650

nutrias
For Saw

12.65 RECENTLY remodeled (paint. paper & car
pet) central heat window
air unit included window
treatment included Call for
more into 753 9917 leave
message

Ian

GOOD clean used lawn FOR sale King size box
mowers clearance prices. springs & mattress, SimJ D Cub Sears & others mons Beauty Rest SuHutson Ag Equipment preme like new, $300
247-4456
759 1073

re estates
arry Elkins
753 1418

'F/ED

NEW metal siding & roof
irig Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724

VCR TV cabinet, coffee
FOR sale Topper for short table, pitgroup, all for $125
bed pick-up fits GMCr 2 air conditioner, $50/es
Chevy, 86-92 $500 firm Call 759-2527
759-1072
WHITE & black Bassett
GENERAL Electric 18,000 sofa sleeper, $225 Kelvl
BTU used 1 it summers, nator freezer, $200
753-9565
$250 Call 759 9091

le piece Of
9433 day

ood, used
arid pisSporting
S 12th,

AC S

FOR sale almost new wed
ding dress Cat 759-2541
or 759 9215 leave
message

median be

1990 CLAYTON 1460 2br
1 bath, $14,000 753-3446
after 5pm
1994 BUCANEER 14x52
2br 1 bath 3yrs warranty
left Located in For Meadows, $15,000 759-9311

1 2 3BD epos Furnished
very nice near MSU No 2BR house near university.
stove & refrigerator turn
pets
75 3 1 25 2
Shed fenced yard. smaN
days 753-0606 after 5pm
pets allowed. $350rmo
1BR carpet &
10th
bends, Available Aug
$285 for a single person 753-4199
utilities furnished, 7104
2BR house 5 rnileS East 94,
Poplar 759-1987
central ha nice 753-0858
1BR nice available now 753 8943
Coleman RE 753 9898
3BR 2 bath 2 car garage
1 OR 2br apts near down
located 625 S 4th St
town Murray 753 4109
$575-mo Call 759 1144
2 3BR furnished apts in ask for Frank
New Concord walking disFOR rent on KY Lake 2br
tance
to
lake
home no pets. $300/rno
502 436-5932
436 5459
2BR duplex, central ha, LARGE
2br house gas
available now $350mo
heat, small fireplaral large
Coleman RE 753-9898
yard 631 N 4th $350mo
2BR duplex and hook-up, 753-2339, 753 8767
central hra, new apNICE 2br refrigerator &
pliances, $375rmo stove, washer
& dryer
753-9240
hook-up, storage building
2BR Embassy Apartments, on Magness Rd $300/mo
central gas heat available Phone 437-4386
now $300/no Coleman NICE
3br brick 2 bath atRE, 753-9898
tached garage. $650imo
2BR upstairs apt 1134 S lease 489-2741
1311, St . deposit & lease,
SMALL 2br house Kirksey
no pets 753-6001 leave area
489 2377
message

FOR sale 1974 12.50 2br 1
bath gas heat needs work.
asking $2,500 Call
759-9382 after 5pm

2BR brick shade patio no
pets, $345/mo Call
753-6931

JUST reduced newly remodeled 3br 1 bath 12x65
mobile home on rented lot.
$4,950 753 6012

DUPLEX 2br 1 bath, fenced
yard, w/d, ref & stove, central ha Don't rent until you
see this one $415 plus
deposit Call 759-2542

WE move mobile homes for
the public Today's Homes
Benton, Ky 502 527 5645
20
Mobile
Horn.. For Rem
12x60 28R redecorated,
new carpet. stove & refrigerator, 8 miles North
References. lease,
$275(mo plus deposit
$275, no pets 753-3942
1BR mobile home, lmi
West of MSU Expo Center,
$175imo 759-9921
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753-5209

Mobile
Hcine Lots For Rata
LARGE trailer lot for ren
with pasture, 200 amp service pole and water furnished. $150/mo deposit, references Call after 6pm
436-5867

EXTRA clean efficency apt
furnished or unfurnished
lease & deposit required,
location New Concord, no
pets 436-5401
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 556 older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-354-8888

For Rere
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Cente
Drive behind Shoney's
520-$40/mo 759-4081
NEW mini- storage for rent
All sizes Call Neon Beach
Mini Storage 753-3853

AKC FEMALE Sheltie
pups, shots) wormed,8wks
old champion bloodlines,
absolutely adorable
Please call after 5pm
474-8050

NEW lbr extra nice some
Produce
untilites paid. $285/mo
COPELAND Orchard
pets 436-2722
peaches & nectarines, now
NICE 3br apt central ha. available
Now picking Red
located on campus, closer Haven
MOBILE Home Village,
2 miles West of
walk than dorms to MSU,
Mayfield off Hwy 80
$80-mo, water furnished
very, very low utilities, 2
502-6238312
Coleman RE 753-9898
people $400/mo. 3 people
NEW park, newer model $450/mo 753-2339 or LARGE tame plums, cherry
plums, peaches nectar
homes only Concrete 753-8767
tries. taking orders for Gala
drrves & walks Trash pickNICE efficiency apt lust off & Ozark Gold
apples Most
up & aty water $100/mo
campus Some utilities call
McKenzie Orchard
492-8488
paid, available now. 753-9468
or 753-4725
NORTHWIND Mobile $200/mo & $240rmo Cole
SWEET corn $1 a dozen
man RE 753-9898
Home Park 753 9866
492-8890
NOW taking applications
SMALL quiet mobile home
for Section 810w rent houspark has one lot for rent no
gin
ing Apply in person at
pets, $90/mo. $90 deposit
Real
Southside Manor, 906
753 7953
Estate
Broad St Extended between 8am 12noon No APPROXIMATELY 80
phone calls please Equal acres wooded lot parcel
Housing Opportunity
near Ky Lake, Blood River
area 2601t cleared road
RENT
free $250 apt for
1000 SO FT OFFICE
frontage Call 753-1968
space or small business, assisting elderly lady lhr
each morning from 6 00- CUT the red tape by selling
plenty of parking
7 00 Call 753-7400
your real estate at auction
753-6106,753-3258
VERY nice 2br 1 bath cen- For details call Wilson ReDOWNTOWN office space
alty 753 5086
tral gas heat electric air
across from courthouse
appliances furnished
HALEY Appraisal Service
$175/mo including all utili$425/mo,
1 mo deposit, 1yr Bob Haley state- certified
ties Also nice suite of oflease,
no
pets
753-2905
Call
or
489 2266
fices with windows,
753-7536
$595/mo including all uttlKOPPERUD Realty has
ties 753-1266
buyers waittng to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
OFFICE Of business 1000
Rooms
you are thinking of selling sq fl 308 N 12th, next to
For Rent
contact one of our court°
Faye's 753-9212
NON smoking non drinking ous and professional
OFFICE or retail building.
emale has room for ren agents at 753-1222 or stop
zoned B2, approx 1600 sq
with kitchen privileges in by office at 711 Man St
ft . NE corner 13th & Pop
country home on 14 acres
at Call 753-6001
Also room for 2-3 horses to MUR CAL Realty professional real estate manage
OFFICE space for rent, board 436-5572 ask for mem. residential,
commer
Jennifer
$350(mo plus deposit Cencial.(allow us to handle your
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realreal estate headaches) A
tors 753-1492 ask for Tina
cost cutting occupancy imHouses
proving move 753-44-44
RETAIL or Office Space in
For Rent
S Side Shopping Center
2BR 1 bath brick, ap
753-4509 or 753 6612
phances w/d hook-up, no
Lots
pets, lease & references
For Sale
Want
required Hwy 121 North 1
To Rent
mi past Graves County BEAUTIFUL flat lot all
PRIVATE lot for mobile
Line, $325/mo 489-2440
underground city utlibeS in
home 441-7576
during gas Last available
3BR 1'S bath house with
lot
in Preston Heights loRETIRED military family family room Central hia.
moving to Calloway County
great neighborhood' 1120 cated behind Gatesbor
ough $13,900 753-2339
wants to rent 3-4br house
Circarama $650 lease
Call 753 0896
deposit 753-8734
IN Southwest Villa
110x140 759-2561

Visa at ti Master Card

P.m.)
30 for
ffcr a
kage.
ikess,

3fin

AKC TOY & Tiny Toy PooMUR CAL Apartments now dle puppies Several colaccepting applications for ors 502-437-4215
1. 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal-,..JOG
obedience classes or
Housing Opportunity
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting appli- RED Toy Poodle puppies. 1
cations for 1-2br apart- male, 1 female has fvst
ments Apply in person shots 759-2527
1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Rims

JULY 17

VISA]

SOUTHWEST area 1/,
acre building lots each with
20011 road frontage re
stricted
112,500
435-4548 after 5pm

Call Us Today!

Wed
Tanis

Motorcycles

2b, 1 bath taf4r, iut in
town guaranteed housing
loan available up to 100%
financing available Call
759 2001
Grey s
Properties
38R duplex for sale
753-5114
3BR duplex for sale
753 7947
3BR house with large yard
N. storage 9m1 out 121N
priced in low 60 s
489 2296
BEAUTIFUL brick home in
Southwest Villa 3br 2 bath
large great room with gas
fireplace eat in kitchen
D R large deck, protes
sronally landscaped
753 0238
BY contractor New 3br and
a new 4br house Both have
3 car garages and are deluxe homes' Call 753 3903
to see anytime
FOR Investors, 2812 sq ft
new duplex, Fall Brook
Sub
Rental income
$1103mo. Price $130000
492-8516 or 762-7221
HOUSE an acreage 2 295
753 1300 10a
6p,
489-2116 7p- 10p For sale
or rent- barns large a c
burley dark fired 753-1300,
489-2116
HOUSE & horse barns on
1 2 acres, $42,000 24x30
shop on 1 3 acres,
$15,500 1 acre lot $7,500
All with road frontage 2
miles on Van Cleave Rd
753-4525
NEW 2 story brick home in
city, 4br
bath
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040
NEW 3br 2 bath, whirlpool
gas heat, HW, fireplace,
large deck & 2 car garage
753,8856

1990 YAMAHA Virmao 550 1994 DODGE Intrepid pis
looks bigger only 2 630 ob ant lock brakes dual
miles as new $2500 airbags power windows &
753-4437
locks excellent condition
$14 700 354 8893
1993 YAMAHA Blaster
looks great runs great Call NISSAN Pulza 1985
753 8686 after 5pm
120 XXX miles power
steering sunroof, new
tires good condition,
$15.50 502 753 8905
1972 CORVETTE Shn
gray 350 engine 4sp
tops new paint new ores
474-8888
1983 OLDSMOBILE 98
2dr burgandy 307 V8 pw,
pl power seats new a/c
tires battery, looks good,
runs excellent Call
489-2820 after 6pm
1984 MAXIMA gray all
power, with sunroof
$1 500 759 4463 or
753-6864
1985 LEBARON a/c, new
tires, new brakes
489-2671
1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp &
clean Call 492 8566 after
4pm

1990 GEO Storm GSI 5sp,
good condition, 57 XXX
miles $4,900 753 0898 at
ter 5pm
1991 MERCURY Sable LS
charcoal 54„XXX, leather
interior, sun-roof, power
windows/locks. power
6-way seat, arn/tm stereo
with cassette automatc.
$7,900 753-2824

1990 FORD Aerostar
72xxx rrilleS sharp $7500
753 7951

1970 CHEVROLET
ton
350 at, pa 759-2571

1994 TOYOTA a cab Pt
27.XXX miles $12 900
1994 Camry staoonwagon
LE 35,XXX miles $16900
753 4470
EXTREMELY nice 1988
F 150 lots of miles
492 8219
FOR sale 1988 Chevy
Silverado black 8 gray with
gray interior
loaded,
79 XXX miles 527 5294 after 5pm

FOR sale Topper for short
bed pick up tits GMCi
Chevy 8692 $600 firm
759 1072

1984 NISSAN pick-up,runs
good has extra support
Campers
axle Has large insulated
fiber glass (enclosed) for- SMALL bus made into a
mer ice cream & ice truck
camper has all access°
$1,000 Call 753 2593
, ries excellent for hunting or
fishing $1500 489 2982
1988 GMC Jimmy 4.4
white with black trim gray after 6pm
int , excellent condition
91.500 miles $7 500
753-7976 or 753-2125
1989 FORD F,800, 360hp.
5sp transmission. new 1611
bed with 18 ton hoist, good
ores 16,n sideboards, excellent condition
924 9513

15FT FISHER Marine
50hp Mercury, 2 live wens
2 depth finders, toot control, trolling motor trailer
474-8888

NEW affordable homes
2-3br in city Starts at mid
50's. financing available
payments less than rent
Sodevralks, storm sewers,
curbs & all underground
utilities 753-4444
NEW home, Coles Camp
ground Rd 3br 2 bath cen
tral gas & electric, 1900sq ft
living area on 1 22 acres
nice Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444
SPACIOUS immaculate 2
story house all604 Tabard
Dr (Martin Hts ) 4-5br,
great room with fireplace
formal dr, large kitchen, 2
full baths, 2(4 (baths,4yrs
old, many extras, sell by
owner 753-1954
WHY pay high rent when
you can buy a quality 2br 2
bath in the $80's
759-2571

Hwy. 121 So. near Farmington. THIS UNIQUE
PROPERTY ON 8 ACRES AWAITS NEW OWNER!
Beautiful 3,200 sq. ft., 4 BR home with large
country kitchen, formal dining room, 3 baths,
living room, den with fireplace, 2-car garage,
screened -in porch, central gas & air, pond,brick
kennel, 40' x 56' barn, $179,000. Call James
Colley, Colley Real Estate, 328 W. Broadway,
Mayfield, KY 42066, (502) 247-6969.

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
6.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
% Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

Insured

STAN MEADOWS
CONSTRUCTION . :
14 11111111.
For All Your i
Building Needs •%
& Repairs
15 Years Experience
Fof Free Estimate Call

ingurr

492-8723 \AB

753-2962

Leave Message

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services

6. -'4.

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
Your Source For Metal Roofing 8, Siding

'We Specialize in Cleaning'
nyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boars • Brick
avid Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734

Commercial Waste
Disposal
\II Typee ..1 'term, Sr,.(I
"I
PA ar.e)

lIrtil

1-800-585-6033
Slpwntl,

Mitlinchr

Who aW ;iy to 3art the Week!!
— Dial Now —
Advertise Here!

TN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet • Upholstery
1 (800) 642-7740

460

)11
/4

When
31 the 800 number first
Jim Caylor
hear a recorded message,
Rome &Nam
i-nter the Access Code 85

Fanns
For Saki
103 ACRES all fenced in
surveyed 2 barns a garage
2 small buildings tool shed
31x doublewide with house
roof & carport added pond
stocked with fish Shown by
appointment only
436 564R

2BR brick lust outside city
limits, gunroom
carport,
09,rayar hia $67900 Coleman RE 7539898

Vans
1988 CHEVY Astro excel
lent condition inside & out
80.XXX miles rear ac
loaded $6,800 obo rnus
sell 502-753 7275

1994 CHEVY S 10 ext
cab LS automatic air
cruise asking $t 3 500
753 6065

NEW 3br homes priced in
70's & 80s, financing available, will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
1),— Nom Miry l'av 1011^,
trf the DeJte-tihle0

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

753-1916

OLDS Delta 88 1988 year,
87 XXX miles new Nres
transmission $4 100
759 2385

1993 FORD Ranger Splash
eihite with aluminum 5 star
custom wheels power ma
rors pis pit ac tinted
windows power lumbar
seats sliding rear glass
Sap V 6 bedcover excel
lent condition sharp Pay
off or lake over payments
Call 753 4985

sill

1990 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille Platinum. grey
leather seats, 91 XXX high,
way miles, extra clean,
$9,500 759,1987 see at
509S 11th

nu arc rciiiponeible for the deductibles that Medi
norpay. 50h On part A, Si100enTart B
all me (or More information
k" I 1111.PIN
I AIM 111 !ha I r
MY( I 11 NTS

• arc &VS
•

753-7890

Did you know
you could advertise a
double spot here for
only $12 per week?

alcd 96D-11011
!DT c3cCIIIIID.
Ask for Karen or Melissa

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

8 a.m.-8 p.m.
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Boats
I Mutat,

Services
Offaced

1964 CREST ii arouse 2511
pontoon boat 50hp Evinrude motor, new 1994
trailer 489-2060

Lame 5 Tree Service tree
trimming & removal haul
ing etc 436 2269 Paul

Services
°Mead
SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled residential or corn
mercial Serial Gutter Co
753-6433

LAWN care mowing 8 trim
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
CMEETA thu boat. 170hp ming 436 2528
Removal Insured with Full
nvercruaser. 312 total hours.
mowed
LAWNS
line ol equipment Free es
excellent condition. with
(502)759 3133
tirnates Day or night
Smithy trailer 759-1736,
".'
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning 753-5484
carpets upholstery tree THE
Gutter Co Seamless
estimates 753-5827
aluminum gutters variety
Sonic's
of colors Licensed in
011ersd
LICENSED for electric and silted Estimate available
gas 753-7203
759 4690
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trimming landscap
MULCH cletnered Murray TREE REMOVAL and trim
ing mutching IL match hoot
area 436 5560
ming All jobs big 8 small
ing gutter cleaning CleanPAINTING
int est all Call 492 8254
up junk garbage Odd lobs
types of home repair free WALLPAPERING all tabs
also Al household moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb estimates Call anytime big and small Catl Cherie
436-5032
436-5744.
753 9274
PLUMBING repairman with WALTER'S Contracting,
A 1...Tree professionals
same day service Call Gerald Walters, owner.
Stump removal tree spray
Vinyl siding painting,
ing serving Murray Callo- 436-5255

[c3

way County since 1980
Free estimates 4362247
or 492-8737

PRESSURE washing vinyl
hearses house trailers free
estimates Cat 4892375

decks additions. roofing,
20yrs experience free estimates 753 2592

A and A Lambs lawn mow rig light hauling tree trimming, Mark 436 2528

REMODELING and insurance repairs Call us for all
your construction needs
Fre* estimates Service
Pro 759-1774

WANTED yards to mow
753 8908

ALCOA vinyl siding 8 trim
Replacement windows all
Speed 492 8103

ROCKY Colson home repair {Numbing, roofing, sidALL around hauling mowadditions All type
ing, tree work Junk dean' ing &
home 8 mobile home reup cleaning out gutters
pair Free estimates
be 436 2867
474-2307
ALL carpentry 15yrs sip
ROOFING and painting
foundations slabs sidew
interior exterior etc 25yrs
arks driveways, buildings 'experience 10% discount
remodeling repairs AGC senior citizens 474-0107
certhed 489.2214
ANTIQUE refinishing. furniture repair 8 custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
rnanutacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
tor Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

WEDDING invitations
addressed in beautiful calligraphy Reasonable rates,
references on request
759-1185
WOOD VCR- repairing
vcr's, camcorders. microwaves. Mon Fri 9-12, 1-5,
free estimates 753-0530
ZEBS VCR Repar- tree
estimates cleaning $15,
average repair, 630
753 3557

We have been your custom builder in the
past We are now expanoing our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Eabinates: 7634343

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling foundations.
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service complete foundations Septic
systems R H Nesbitt Construction Phone 492-8516
pager 762-7221

TOM KOCHER CABINETS
C.4STOIIA WOODWORKING

All Types Of Woodworking

Custom

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see oa showroc,
• 111,..RRAY

BEDWELL Roofing 2
years workmanship guarantee free estimates
Local call 559-8154
BOBS Plumbing Service
Installation and repair a
work guarantee,:
753-1134 or 436-5832
BUILDER new homes add.tions garages framing
starting at 62 a square ft
Sorry no roofer or cabinet
maker Tripp Williams
753-0563
CARPET 8 Upholstery
cleaning Special $2500
per room Free ScotchGard
Deodorizing
•
1 -502-436-2654
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CARROLL S Custom garden tilling grader blade
work bush hogging lots
free
estimates
502-492-8622

CHIM Chim Chlmn•y
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

•le".

STORM DAMAGE??
Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding
No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and sec
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
terns 354 8161 abler 4pm
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S cleaning ser
- vices We clean vinyl. bock,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes R V 759-4734
ea.

DRYWALL finishing repairs. additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
HANDYMAN Service Cal
from 8-7, tree estimates
light hauling 436-2722
HOUSEKEEPING cleaning the way you want it
References furnished Ca
Cherie 753 9274
KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors free estimates
Wulff s Recovery Murray
KY 436 5560
LAMB Brothers Tree Sin
vice 502 436-5744
LAMB Brother Home Im
provements remodeling
additions roofing siding
free estimates 436-2269

Brol1",.4/..

Duality ServiCe

Tree Trimming

Free Estimates

Tree Removal

24 Hour Service
Landscaping
Hedge Trimming

Slump Removal

Tree SerTice °"nuP Service
Light Hauling. Etc.

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744

1-800-548-5262

Custom
CABINETS

COLORS painting and contraction 492-6103
COUNTERTOPS distom
Horses, trailers offices
Wulfts Recovery Murray
436-5560

ri•AAC,

6 WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Speciii,
•Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
•OfTice Porno ure & Entertainment Cent,:

•Solid Surface Counter Tops
502-759-9672
630 5 4th SI
A DIVISION 01

•

Laseller I -711ERN WM,

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?
We offer all your tobacco
firing wood and sawdust needs.
Just Call

19P Wood Products
We Can Save You Money
With The Best Prices Around
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Professional Sen.ice
Specializing io Kitchens & Bathrooms
To bele yes alas yaw New KWh., or Bathroom

Call 753-6869
for free quote or coesuittna

Letter of Appreciation
To the Editor
Now that Freedom best '95 is A wonderful memory lot Our Community, I would like to take this opportunity, as festival director, to
recognize and thank those who spent many hours to make this year's
festival the most successful, fun and well-attended in its eight-year
history.
On behalf of the Freedom Fest Executive Board and the Murray
Tourism Commission, 1 deeply appreciate the efforts of each club,
organization, corporation and individual who participated in Freedom
Fest '95, and sincerely thank each who hosted or assisted with the 24
events held during the five-day festival.
I ask that all who enjoyed Freedom Fest verbalize your appreciation
to the following for their tireless volunteer efforts and willingness to
assist with one of Kentucky's largest and most successful festivals.
No doubt, Freedom Fest will be even bigger and better in 1996.
EVENTS CHAIRPERSONS
Jana Barnett — Freedom Fest Pageants; Jo McKinley, Hazel Antique Dealers' Association — Hazel Antique Dealers' Choice Sale; Tom Auer — Max
Hurt Memorial/Rotary Golf Tournament; Freedom Fest Staff — Family Night
in the Park; April Lane — YMCA/Fisher Price Kids' Parade; Linda Stitt and
Kathy Cohen — A Bark in the Park; Barbara Watson, March of Dimes —
WalkAmerica for Healthier Babies; Colleen Anderson, Lodge 827 Woodmen
of the World — Child ID Program; Leonard Brown, VFW 6291 Post —
Motor Sports Garden Tractor Pull; Sam Parker. WNBS/WSJP/WBLN —
Country Music Fest '95; Denny Lane — American Red Cross Tennis Tournament; Steve Littlefield. First Baptist Church — "From Sea to Shining Sea";
Roger Haney — O.B. Boone Memorial Boy Scout Breakfast; Ronnie England,
438th MP Co. and Daythel Turley, Veterans of Foreign Wars — VFW Veterans' Memorial Service. Bailey Gore. Lions Club — Lions Club 5K Run; Mike
Basiak, Briggs and Stratton — Murray Main Street Mile Run/Walk; Tony
Boyd, Optimist Club — Optimist Club's "Biggest Small Town Parade in
America", Steve Ross, National Scouting Museum — National Scouting
Museum's Community Appreciation Day; Bud l Stalls. Lions Club — Old
Fashioned Street Fair; Freedom Fest Staff — Freedom Fest Art and Craft Fair;
Pat Clark. Murray Art Guild — Red, White and Blue Art Exhibition; Dennis
Johnson and Brad Almquist, Murray State University Department of Music —
Music with a Bang!" (unfortunately, this event was rained out); Jim Virant,
Briggs and Stratton — Fireworks Extravaganza.
FREEDOM FEST '95 SPONSORS
Murray Tourism Commission, Briggs and Stratton, Cain's Chrysler JeepEagle, Inc.. Calloway County Fiscal Court. Carroll Mazda-NissanVolkswagon. City of Murray.. Days Inn, Dwain Taylor Chevrolet/Toyota of
Murray. Fisher Price, Holiday Inn, HT Marketing, Kenlake Foods, KBSI/FOX
23 TV, Murray/Calloway County Hospital. Parker-Ford-Lincoln Mercury Peoples Bank, Peoples First of Calloway County, Pepsi, Pockets Convenience
Stores, Roberts Realty, Ryan Milk. Shoney's Inn, United Commonwealth
Bank, Wal-Mart. WNBS/WSJP/WBLN and Murray State University. Without
their financial support, our community's festival would not be possible.
I would also like to recognize the Murray Police Department, Murray Fite
Department, Calloway Co. Sheriff's Department, Kentucky State Police, Murray State University Public Safety, Calloway County DES. and the 438th Military Police Company for their valuable assistance with security, traffic arid
crowd control.
No event would be possible without the cooperation of those responsible
for the event sites and the management thereof. My thanks go to Mayor Bill
Cherry of the City of Murray, Gary Hohman of the Murray-Calloway County
Park, and the facilities and management personnel of Murray State University
who do everything so well.
To the Murray Electric System and the Murray Fire Department who, without their help, our streets would not have ben decorated with more than 100
flags and festival banners to ctlebrate Freedom Fest, I say thank you also.
Thanks also to all of those who helped make Family Night in the Park a
success. To Edd Asbridge of Kroger, thanks for the crushed ice to cool or
Pepsi products. Thanks to Southern States for providing a water trough to ice
down drinks, and thanks to Mountain Valley Water for providing a large
bottle of fresh spring water, cooling machine, and cups for our Family Night
event.
A special thanks goes to Jack Kerr and his Second Chance Gospel Bluegrass Band for performing at Family Night. Also. so many enjoyed the beautiful music provided by Roger Reichmuth and his Jazz Combo, and by Dennis
Johnson and the Community Band. The live music provided by these three
bands made Family Night so special.
I also appreciate the participants of all the food vendors, Glenn Kelso and
his mule and wagon rides. Tane Alexander and her clown troupe, the petting
zoo provided by Terry Canerdy, McDonalds for balloons and the use of the
helium machine, Parker Ford for the use of the surrey which taxied so many
back and forth, the National Guard for the Hum V exhibit, Melodic Jones and
the Murray Police Department for the DARE car exhibit, and all those who
provided the many games that helped make Family Night in the Park so
successful.
All celebrations deserve visual reminders, and this year's festival was no
exception. Thanks. go to Jud Cook who faithfully attended many events to
capture in photos all the fun and excitement of Freedom Fest '95.
I want to recognize The Murray Ledger and Times and WSJP/WBLN/
WNBS radio for their constant attention and coverage of all Freedom Fest '95
events. I could not have adequately promoted this year's festival without their
generous support of media time and space.
Richard and Erma Tuck deserve our thanks for the hundreds of miles driven
and dozens of stops made throughout the region to deliver Freedom Fest posters. brochures and Event Guides to promote Freedom Fest '95.
To Marc Peebles of Innovative Printing and Graphics. I appreciate the
cooperation of the staff to meet deadlines and provide Freedom Fest with
attractive and colorful printed materials. A thank you also goes to Al Andrews
of Printing Services and Supplies for producing our beautiful official Event
Guide. A special thanks goes to Linda Pierce of Graphic Expressions for
using her special talent to create a lovely Freedom Fest design for the back of
our t-shirts. I also want to thank David Rogers of Faye's Custom Embroidering and Screen Printing for producing, delivering and selling the Freedom
Fest t-shirts and ball caps. Our festival would not be complete without these
special souvenirs.
I would like to show my appreciation also to Byron Rudd of Marion PepsiCola Bottling Co. for his eagerness to help out in any way he could. The
banners he delivered were Invaluable, as were the Pepsi products he willingly
supplied for numerous Freedom Fest events.
To all of the businesses who decorated their windows in recognition of
Independence Day and the Freedom Fest celebration, I would like to say thank
you. I appreciate your support and know everyone enjoyed the attractive and
patriotic displays. It was wonderful to sec how "dress-up" the entire community was for the July 4th holiday.
To every parade entry — you are all winners and I thank you for joining
our parade with your banners, flags, floats, and community and patriotic spirit
to be a part of this wonderful event. Recognized for outstanding entries
include the following: Most Patriotic — Calloway County Concerned Citizens; Best of Show — Briggs and Stratton; and Most Original — Lone Oak
Lions Club.
To the clubs and organizations which asked me to speak about Freedom
Fest '95 it WAS my pleasure to do so as it showed your interest and involvement in Murray's annual festival.
Thanks also to the Commerce Centre Ambassadors who took the time to
learn all about Freedom Fest, answer Freedom Fest questions, and tirelessly
distribute posters, brochures and Event Guides. I would especially like to
express my appreciation to Castle and Pauline Parker and Bill and Mayme
Nell Staudacher for assisting with Family Night in the Park. Your surrey rides
were a big hit!
A special thanks goes to Freedom Fest Staff who helped make it all happen.
For devoting long hours and creative talents, as well as producing and distributing Freedom Fest materials. I would like to thank Kasey Beckham, Kathy
Tibbotts, Andy Hawkins and Jud Cook.

Many deserve credit for Freedom Fest '95, as without their tireless
hours and financial support our annual festival would not have been
so successful.
May I add a personal note of thanks to all who have been recognized as they made my job as festival director a pleasure, due to their
cooperative spirit and enthusiasm to make Freedom Fest '95 an enjoyable experience for all ages. So many deserve a heartfelt thanks and
our gratitude for their commitment to this community and Freedom
Fest. Please thank them!
On behalf of all those who were involved, we look forward to Freedom Fest '96. Make plans to be involved in next year's festival and
call me anytime with your ideas as preparation is already underway
for next year's celebration.
Judy Gargus, Festival Director
Freedom Fest Executive Board and
Murray Tourism Commission
Box 190, Murray, Ky. 42071
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Thirty students In the Kentucky Governors Scholars Program stopped at the
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Calvert City plant as part of a field trip to
study efforts to reduce air pollution. The students are among 703 of the top
scholars from across Kentucky who were Invited to participate In a rigorous
five-week enrichment program that teaches them to learn for the sake of
learning. Paducah Tilghman High School student Jason Neely (R)and Trigg
County HigItSchool student Paxton Baker were among the 30 participants of
the Kentucky Governor's Scholars Program to tour the Air Products and
Chemicals Calvert City plant with Environmental Engineer Ralph Young
(second from right). The tour was part of a field trip arranged by the Kentucky
Division of Air Quality to allow students to study ways Industry is working to
reduce emissions. The field trip Included stops at TVA's Shawnee Steam
Plant, Land Between the Lakes, the Southern Oxidants Study in Nashville,
and Mammoth Cave National Park.
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CONTRACT BRIDGE
South dealer.

fronds and clubs. But Bowie made
Both sides vulnerable.
the contract and,furthermore,could
NORTH
not be defeated!
—
He ruffed the spade queen in
✓ 10 8 5 3
dummy and led a heart to the ace.
• K 1064
Then, to eliminate his spades and
!A 9 8 4
prepare for a throw-in, he played the
WEST
EAST
ace of spades and made the key play
+ Q J 98 6
•K 10 7 5 3 2 of trumping it in dummy.
V Q4
K
Had Bowie discarded a club or a
•Q 7 2
•,1 8 3
diamond from dummy instead, he
J 32
Q 76
would have failed. After being thrown
SOUTH
on lead with a trump, West would
+A4
have returned whichever suit Bowie
•A 9 76 2
had discarded from dummy. The
• A 95
setting trick would then have come
from the other suit.
4K 105
The bidding:
After ruffing the spade ace,Bowie
South West
North East
led a trump and West was in the
1
14
2e
4
soup. If he returned a spade, de6
clarer would ruff in dummy,discard
Opening lead — queen of spades.
the club five, and then establish an
Here is a remarkable hand played extra club trick in dummy by ruffing
many years ago by Claggett Bowie of the third round. If West instead reBaltimore, Md. It features an ex- turned a club or a diamond, South
traordinary endplay.
would score four tricks in that suit
Bowie had bid six hearts fully and simultaneously avoid a loser in
aware that his partner was void of the other suit.
spades and that his ace was thereThus, if West led a low club and
fore of doubtful value. However, he East played the queen, West's jack
also thought the opponents might be could then be trapped. Or if West led
induced to bid six spades.
the club jack, East's queen could be
The slam seems impossible to trapped by going up with dummy's
make,even if you see all four hands. ace. The same -was true if West
Declarer has a certain trump loser shifted to a diamond. All roads simand also has a loser in both dia- ply led to 12 tricks.
Torroirrow The percentage olily

CALVI

HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY,JUIN IN, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jearre Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Instead of reacting emotionally to a
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: problem, obtain guidance from
Your finances will play a major role experts. Higher financial returns
in a professional decision. Consult depend on an increase in productivian expert on devising a personalized ty. Knuckle down to work.
savings and investment plan. Your
Romance is in the air this evening.
intuition and experience will help
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
you solve a career problem in While your current pursuits may be
December. New alliances flourish in highly entertaining, do not overlook
1996. Show faith in a loved one's home and family. They need your
good judgment. Take advantage of personal touch. Rebuild a loved
frequent-flyer miles when planning one's confidence in yourself before
a vacation.
it is too late. Avoid sounding insenCELEBRITIES BORN ON sitive.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: baseball player Joe
Torre. actress Elizabeth McGovern. Your artistic vision is .stronger than
journalist Hunter S. Thompson. ever. Investigate the unknoWn with
South African President Nelson courage. A co-worker's sense of
humor gives your spirits a boost.
Mandela.
ARIES (March 21 'April 19): Shun the limelight tonight. Giving
Mysterious forces are operating in romance top priority convinces mate
your favor: do not que.tion your of your sincerity.
good fortune! Seek experts' advice
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
before making investments. A 211: Creative ideas abound! Mull
stepped-up social schedule will npen them over before deciding which
new doors.
ones to pursue. Neighborhood
TAURUS (April 20-May 2(1): affairs prove lively. Rewarding new
Stick to what you know hest now. social alliances are possible. Extend
Your excellent "people skills" make a warm welcome to someone who
you a winner with the public. Curb seems out of their depth.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
an urge to be more extravagant than
usual. Romance could he puzzling. 191: A conflict between work and
home could leave you at wit's end.
Play a waiting game.
GEMINI (May 21 'June 20): Pay more attention to your partner's
This could he a critical day for cou- concerns regarding the budget. Costples who work together. Put your cutting measures instituted now will
best foot forward. Do not let pride bring considerable savings. Suggest
or prejudice stand in the way of further economies.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
what appears to be a winning business proposition.
An official pronouncement may not
CANCER (June 2I -July 221: A be entirely true. Go by your gut feel• good day to patch up your differ- ings. Practicing small economies
ences with others. Nothing seems will reduce money worries. Put your
nio difficult to resolve! Look into a health first. Skipping a medical or
second career if you are thinking dental appointment would be a mistake.
about retiring.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Do
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Someone close to you may get engaged or not press for a showdown; favorable
married now. Be happy! Opposing results are unlikely. Bide your time
this match will only cause lasting while you try to peer behind the
regrets. Take a closer look at your scenes. Something 'you learn today
value system. What do you want gives you fresh hope for the future.
Confide in mate.
rom de'?
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are very sensitive to both strife and other people's moods. Caring parents will create a cheerful, harmonious home environment for these affectionate youngsters. Sometimes indecisive, these Concerians must leant to handle pressure in a mature manner. Give them plenty
of affection and support. but refuse to pander to baseless worries. The older
these Cancerians.get. the more self-confidence they will have!
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DEAR DR GOTT. I've suffered
from sinus infections for about 12
years I'm afraid to ask my doctor
questions, because she might judge
me since I smoke marijuana three or
four limes a week I quit regular cigarettes three years ago Could all this
smoke have damaged my sinus pas
sages and is it continuing to cause the
problems today'
DEAR READER. Chronic or recurring sinus congestion or infections are
commonly the result of air pollution
- be it cigarette marijuana smoke.
smog or pollen
I'd be willing to bet that your
romance with cigarettes -- even
though you divorced three years ago
certainly played a role in irritating
your sinuses and setting the stage for
a chronic problem Of course, the
marijuana provides an additional.
ongoing role. too
It's really difficult to diagnose sinus
infection without X-rays or a CT scan,
because the sinuses are normally airfilled cavities in the bones of the fore-

head and cheeks When sinusitis
iinfection develops congestion and
pus can best be seen on the X ray
films This condition is then treated
with antibiotics, unless the infection is
so advanced that it has to be surgical
ly drained
Furthermore, the X-rays may mere
ly reveal swelling of the sinus linings.
in which case antibiotics are probably
inappropriate therapy. Anti hista
mines and nasal spray:s. such as
Vancenase, are niore effective
Chronic sinusitis is frequently: asso
ciated with polyps. benign growths
that may aggravate symptoms of
pain and headache, by blocking the
sinus openings In this instance.
surgery is necessary to remove the
polyps
Therefore. I believe you would be
best served by stopping smoking and
seeing an otolaryngologist After
examining and X-raying you, the spe
cialist will be able to offer treatment
options, ranging from medication to
surgery. In addition, if your sinus
problem is caused by pollen, the ear
nose-and-throat doctor may choose to

refer you to an allergist or specific
theitpy
such as desensitization
injection,.
loryourallergies
In mY opinion your smoking has not
caused permanent damage to your
sinuses but ha, contributed to an
affliction that needs attention by a
specialist
To g,iye you more intormation. I am
sending you a tree copy of my Health
Report - Medical Specialists Other
reader, yyho v•ould like a copy should
send $2 pl-ns a long ,elt addressed.
stamped eny elope to P U Box 2433,
Nes N.,,rk
the sure to men
Lion the title
xs,,x

DR. GOTT
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GOTT, M D

DAILY COMICS

Ten years ago
David L. Harrington, Murray
attorney, has been named at
Domestic Relations Commissioner for 42nd Judicial District.
including Marshall and Calloway
Counties. This appointment was
made by Circuit Judge James
Lassiter.
Dr. Russell E. Howard, cardiologist, will begin his practice
here in mid-September after completing a two-year residency as
Caridiology Fellow at Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Allen
Jones, June 26.
Rick Henninger recently placed.
fourth and sixth in 85 cc stock
and modified divisions of Southern Regional Championships at
Gainesville, Fla., to qualify for
AMA Nationals at Loretta Lynn
Ranch near Nashville, Tenn.. in
August.
Twenty years ago
Kathy Stubblefield showed the
Reserve Grand Champion in the
Jersey Cattle Show at MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair.
Murray Little League All-Stars
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to 6 in District
Baseball Tournament held at
Paducah. Kim W'ilson, Joel Klein
and Kim Kendall were pitchers
lor Murray.
Mrs. W.Z. Carter presented a
program on "Environment" at a
meeting of Murray Magazine
Club held at the home of Mrs.
F.E. Crawford.
Births reported include a girl to,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy W. Starks,
June 20; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert P. Myers, July 8; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Raspberry. July
II; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Y. McKeel. July 14.
M.C. Garrott writes about Budl
Stalls in his column, "Garcott's
Galley."
Things, years ago
A feature story and picture
about Thomas Banks who continues to direct horse shows in
the area is published. The story is
by Dixie Satterfield, Ledger &
Times Feature Writer.
Open house will be held at the
new Holiday Inn on July 18 from
2:30 to 5:30 p.m., according to
Frank Lancaster, innkeeper.
Mrs. Ray Cable has returned

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 17, the 198th day of 1995. There are 167
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on July 17, 1945, President Truman, Soviet leader
Josef Stalin and British Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill began
meeting at Potsdam in the final Allied summit of World War II.
On this date:
In 1821, Spain ceded Florida to the United States.
In 1841, the British humor magazine "Punch" was first published.
In 1898, during the Spanish-American War, Spain.surrendered to
the United States at Santiago, Cuba.
In 1917, the British royal family adopted the name "Windsor."
In 1935, 60 years ago, the entertainment trade publication "Variety" ran its famous headline, "Sticks Nix Hick Piz" (which might be
translated as "rural America dislikes rural-themed movies").
In 1938, aviator Douglas Corrigan took off from New York, saying
he was headed for California; he ended up in Ireland, earning the
nickname "Wrong Way Corrigan."
In 1944, 322 people were killed when a pair of ammunition ships
exploded in Port Chicago, Calif.
In 1948, southern Democrats opposed to the nomination of President Truman met in Birmingham, Ala., to endorse South Carolina
Gov. Strom Thurmond.
In 1955, 40 years ago, Disneyland had its opening day in Anaheim,
Calif.
In 1975, 20 years ago, an Apollo spaceship docked with a Soyuz
spacecraft in orbit in the first superpower link-up of its kind.
In 1979, Nicaraguan President Anastasio Somoza resigned and fled
F LEO
NICE -TO SEE
into exile in Miami.
MAKE- TOUR 8R811J AND
In 1981, 114 people were killed when a pair of walkways above the
RON ARE STILL
lobby of the Kansas City Hyatt Regency Hotel collapsed during a "tea
FUNCTION'
dance."
INDEPENDENTLY.
Ten years ago: President Reagan, recovering from cancer surgery at
Bethesda Naval Hospital, received Vice President Bush, who
described the president's progress as "dramatic."
Five years ago: The seven nations negotiating German unification
reached agreement in Paris on Poland's permanent border, clearing the
way for the merger of East and West Germany.
One year ago: Fragments of comet Shoemaker-Levy Nine continued
to smash into Jupiter, sending up towering fireballs. Brazil defeated
Italy to win its fourth World Cup title.
Today's Birthdays: TV personality Art Linkletter is 83. Comedian
Phyllis Diller is 78. The chairman of the International Olympic Committee, Juan Antonio Samaranch, is 75. Comedy writer Pat McCormick is 61. Actor Donald Sutherland is 60. Actress-singer Diahann
Carroll is 60. Actress Lucie Arnaz is 44. Actor David Hasselhoff is
43. Singer Phoebe Snow is 43. Singer Nicolette Larson is 43.
Thought for Today: "Modo et modo non habebant modum." (By
and by never comes.) — St. Augustine (A.D.354-A.D.430).
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43 Boyz II —
45 Kettledrums
48 Spielberg
alien
50 Piece for two
51 Sailor
54 Fortner latenight host
56 Country of
Europe
58 Therefore
59 Not moving
(2 wds
61 With 1
Across, star
of "Dumb
and Dumber"
63Composition
64 Is (Sp
65 Car fuel

1 See 61
Across
4 Symbol for
samarium
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
By Peter Fl. Gott. M.D.
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whirtwind
14 Haywed ID
17 Plains Indian
20 Type of
cabbage
24 Apportion
25 Timetable
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27 Conceal
28 Handle
29 — Springs,
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30 Sea eagle
32 Pertaining to
the dawn
35 Chapeau
36 Lack of water
38 Court order
41 Plant disease
44 Approaches
46 Tranquility
47 Strong man
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49 Three (Sp)
52 On the ocean
53 Acuff and .
Rogers
54 Ma's partner
55 Consumed
57 12 mos
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62 Football pos
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home after a sisit is ith her son.
Dr. Joe Cable and family of Oak
Ridge, Tenn.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. James Albin, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Fitts, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs James W.
Elkins.
Forty years ago
Robert Holland, Buel E. Stalls,
Peter Kuhn, G.B. Churchill, Norman Klapp, Mike Stranak, John
Weeks, M.B. Holland, Ray Sinclair, LeRoy Rump and Wayne
Doran are new officers of Murray
Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Mason.
James Parker Miller will be the
speaker at a gospel meeting starting tonight at Hickory Grove
Church of Christ.
Mrs. Boyd Jones was honored
at a party in celebration of her
93rd birthday at the home oCher
daughter, Mrs. Ed Gardner and
Mr. Gardner.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Crass, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Buel Burkeen, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bray
Jr., a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Sloan, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
L.T. Bowerman,

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABM I. o

to the

letter from a postal worker in Cottage Grove, Minn.. regarding the
tragic loss of children an the Okla-

homa City explosion:
Five years ago, on the same date
that letter was written. I lost my: 9month-old son to SIDS Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome..
1 am enclosing a poem that gave
me much comfort. Although I will
continue to grieve the loss of my
son, it would he selfish of me to wish him away from the perfect
home in which he now dwells, just
to fill my empty arms.
I have to consider myself blessed.
and wait until the Lord determines
that it is time for us to reunite
A PARENT IN
PLEASANT GAP. PA,
TO ALL PARENTS
by Edgar Guest
"Ill lend you for a little time .1
child of mine.- He said.
"For you to love the while she
lives and mourn for when she's
dead.
"It may be six or seven years. or
twenty-two or three.
"But will you. till I call her hack,
take care of her for me?
"Shell bring her charms to gladden you, and shall her stay be brief,
'You'll have her lovely memories
as solace for your grief.
"I cannot promise she will stay.
since all from earth return,
"But there are lessons taught
down there I want this child to
learn.
"I've looked the wide world over
in my search for teachers true
"And from the throngs that
crowd life's lanes I have selected,
"Now will you give her all your
love, nor think the labor vain.
"Nor hate me when I come to call
to take her back again?"
I fancied that I heard them say::
"Dear -Lord, Thy will he dime!
"For all the joy Thy child shall
bring, the risk of grief we'll run.
"We'll shelter her with tenderness, well love her while we may.
"And for the happiness we've
known forever grateful stay,
"But shall the angels call for her
much sooner than we've planned.
"Well brave the bitter grief that
comes and try to understand."
DEAR ABBY: When I was a
child, my mother taught me some-thing that profoundly influenced my
life.
I was 7 years old when she came
home with a surprise, and asked me
to peek inside a cardboard box.
Inside were two baby guinea pigs
she had bought for my brother and

me
She showed me how to pick one
up, and as I held the fragile little
thing in my hand, she asked me to
be careful and said, "Remember,
that's a little life."
Through the years. we've had
some wonderful pets in our family
who were always treated with love
and kindness. and I never forgot
that no matter how tiny the creature is, there.is a little heart beatMg inside..
LORI SIRIAN.N1,
CHARLESTON,S.C.

DEAR LORI: What a beautiful, humanitarian quality your
mother instilled in you. Now if
all humans would respect every
living creature as you were
taught to do, the world would
be better for it.
DEAR ABBY: My father told me
that many years ago he read where
you got a letter from a soldier who
asked if the picture you had with
your column was really you and
were you married Your response
was,"Dear Soldier: It is, and I am."
Are you the "Abby" who was

writing an advice column during
the Vietnam conflict years?
K. KEEL, METAIRIE, LA

DF.AR K.: Affirmative.
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Garland gets award

DEATHS
Mrs. Frances Kathleen Green

Miss Wilma Jean Edwards
Miss Wilma Jean Edwards, 42, Rt. 4, Murray, died Sunday. July 16,
1995, at 6 a.m at her home.
She was born Dec. 11, 1952. at Louisville. Preceding her in death
were her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Bennett and Mrs. Tennie
Edwards.
Survivors include her parents. J.B. and Sarah Bennett Wilson, Rt. 4.
Murray; four sisters. Mrs. Elizabeth Manuel and husband, Michael,
Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. Shelby Heldenbrand and husband. John, Ledbetter, Mrs. Lon Melton and husband, Rick. Murray, and Mrs-. Aleshia
Cunningham and husband, David. New Concord; two brothers. Jerry
Lynn Edwards and wife. Pam, Jonesboro, Tenn., and Douglas Harold
Edwards and wife. Kay. Paducah; several nieces, nephews, cousins,
aunts and uncles.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. David Cunningham will
officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

Robert. Hugh Osbron
Robert Hugh Osbrori, 83. Rt. 2, Hazel, died Sunday. July 16, 1995,
tsturiay-Calloway County Hospital.
A farmer and carpenter, he was a member of Locust Grove Baptist
Church. He was married Oct. 10, 1934, to the former Rosie Nell Ferguson who died Sept. 28, 1990. One son, David Hugh Osbron, also
preceded him in death. Born Nov. 23, 1911, at Hazel, he was the son
of the late James Washington Osbron and Ethel Clark Osbron.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Betty June Morris and husband, Phillip. Murray, and Mrs. Jennie Carolyn Alton and husband,
lames. Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Estelle Adams. Coon Rapid, Minn.; one
FrAher, George Osbron, Hazel; three grandchildren, Tammy Ray and
husband, Alex, Buchanan, Tenn., and Hugh Alton and wife, Jill, and
Tim Alton and wife, Roxanne, Hazel; six great-grandchildren, Jennifer. Chris, Emily, Miranda and Madison Alton and T.J. Ray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Ewing Stubblefield and Alan Marun will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Hugh Alton, Tim Alton and Alex Ray, grandchildren, and Bobby Osbron, James Robert Osbron and Charles 9.'11iun, nephews. Burial will follow in Memorial Cemetery, Paris.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 3 to 8:30 p.m. Tuesday
and after 9 a.m. Wednesday.

Rev. Harold Curtis Craig
. The Rev. Harold Curtis Craig, 53, Dresden, Tenn., died Saturday,
July 15, 1995. at Jackson-Madison County General Hospital, Jackson,
fcrin. His death was from a. massive heart attack.
Rev. Craig was minister of First United Methodist Church and
Mount Pleasant United Methodist Church, Dresden. He began his
minister in 1960 when he received his local pastor's license at the age
of 16. He was ordained deacon in 1966 and elder in 1968 of the
United Methodist Church.
He was valedictorian of the 1960 graduating class of Hazel High
School. He attended Bethel College, McKenzie, Tenn., and graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts in History from University of Tennessee at
Martin. In 1967 he graduated with highest honors from Memphis
Theological Seminary.
Born April 14, 1942, at Hazel, he was the son of the late Curtis
stlliam Craig and Lottie Adams Craig.
Surs:vors include his wife, Ms. Carol Newsom Craig: two sons.
Daniel R. Craig, Evansville, Ind., and Paul Craig, Memphis, Tenn.:
one granddaughter. Jennifer Anne Craig, Evansville.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Dresden. Bishop Kenneth Carder, Dr. E. Harrell Phillips, the
Rev. Franklin L. Gardner and Dr. Henry E. Russell will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Tony Tardner, Tyler Gardner, Larry Kaler, Leon
Faulkner, Frank Coles, Whitt Middlecoff, David Stokes and the Rev.
Russell Gallimore. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery near Hazel with arrangements by Bowlin Funeral „Home, Dresden.
Tenn.
Expressions of sympathy take the form of contributions to a United
Vilhodist Church of your choice.

Mrs. Pennie Lee Legate
Mrs. Pennie Lee Legate, 94, Mayfield, died Sunday, July 16, 1995,
• 7:10 a.m. at Mills Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
She was preceded in death by her firsChusband, Herman Chapman;
iier second husband, James Legate; one grandson, Kenneth DeWayne
Roach; one great-grandson, Brian Mason; one sister; four brothers.
Horn Aug. 15, 1900, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late Calvin Franklin Cloys and Amanda Blanche Stone Cloys.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. June Roach, Murray, Mrs.
Vera Demngton. and Mrs. Faye Morefield and Mrs. Bernice Mason,
all of Mayfield; two sons, Raymond Chapmpn and Avery Chapman,
Mayfield: 18 grandchildren; 37 great-grand6hildren; six great-greatgrandchildren; 14 great-great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates will officiate.
'Pallbearers will be Jerry Carter, Gary Dernngton, Rudy Peoples.
Keith Roach, Ronnie Chapman, Raymond Kaler, Jerry Mason and
Kacey Farmer. Burial will follow in Farmington Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Please Support
Your United Way.

SUBSCRIBE

Mrs. Frances Kathleen Green,
65, Southside Manor, Murray,
died Saturday, July 15, 1995, at
1207 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her death was
from an apparent heart attack.
She had retired from the dietary department of Murray Calloway County Hospital and
was a member of Poplar Spring
Baptist Church. Born June 21,
1930, she was the daughter of the
late David Young Morgan and
Opal Elkins Morgan. Two
brothers, Edward Morgan and
Robert Morgan, also preceded her
in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Melissa Green and husband, Kenneth, Murray, and Ms.
Martha Bucy, Nashville, Tenn.;
one son, Mark Allen Bucy, one
sister, Mrs. Robbie Paschall, and
two brothers, John L. Morgan
and wife, Jeanette, and Connie
Morgan and wife, Wanda, all of
Murray; six grandchildren,
Michael Robertson, Joe Mark
Robertson, Bill Robertson and
wife, Julie, Mark Allen Bucy,
Chris Smith and Dustin Smith;
three stepdaughters, Kim Litchfield and husband, Ricky, Robin
Green and April Green, all of
Murray; two stepgrandchildren;
three stepgreat-grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.

Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans
Jim Crick
Woodmen Building
3rd & Maple, Murray
489-2322
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Investments Since 1854.

The funeral will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Dennis Norvell and the Rev. Jack
Jones will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers will be Eddie, John
D., Mitchell, Tommy, Dale and
James Ed Morgan Jr., active;
Michael, Bill and Joe Mark
Robertson, Chris Smith, Dustin
Green and Mark Allen Bucy,
honorary. Burial will follow in
Elm Grove Cemetery.
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'Miami Lyons Is a waken maker As this stock
UNC-prIce unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
, Court Square
Murra„ KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
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Harlan W. Bowden

Allison Photography

Final rites for Harlan W. Bowden were Sunday at 3 p.m. at Mt.
Carmel United Methodist Church near Kirksey. The Rev. Royce
Dukes and the Rev. Paul Cannon officiated. Music was by the Choir
of Canton Baptist Church, Cadiz.
Pallbearers were Wesley Bowden, Terry Bowden, Randy Canter,
Barry Oakley, Jeff Harrison and Todd King. Burial was in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery with arrangements by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Mr. Bowden, 82, Cadiz, formerly of Callow-ay County, died Friday,
July 14, 1995, at 6:45 a.m. at his home.

has been awarded the contract for your senior
photographs for 1995-96 school year.

Robert E. Moyer

FAR LANDS TRAVEL, AGENCY

Services for Robert E. Moyer were today at 10 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church. The Rev. Larry Daniel officiated. Mrs. Joan Bowler was organist.
Active pallbearers were Kurt Keeslar, Joe Keeslar, Dick Grove,
Matt Grove, Jack Riggins and Jim Stabler. Honorary groups were
Murray Rotary Club, and Gleaners/Fellowship Sunday School Class
and Choir of First United Methodist Church. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens with arrangements by LW Churchill Funeral
Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Music Fund of First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
Mr. Moyer, 79, Murray, died Thursday, July 13, 1995, at 1:15 p.m.
at his home. One grandson, Carl Keeslar, died July 27, 1991.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Stuckey Moyer; two daughters, Mrs. Suzanne Keeslar and husband, Joe, Rt. 1, Almo, and Ms.
Marylin Lusk, Irvin, Calif.; one son, James Robert Moyer and wife,
Martha, Clayton, Calif.; two grandchildren, Kurt Keeslar and wife,
Melissa, Pendleton, and Bryan Moyer, Seattle, Wash.; one sister, Mrs.
Helen Grove, frankfort, Ind.; one brother, Donald P. Moyer, Lafayette, Ind.

Carl Layman Stone

With This Coupon

Reg. Price $545.00
Not Valid With Any Other Offers

This Coupon Otter Expires 7/31/95
* Local Resident Seniors (Ages 60+)

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes
• In Home Testing Available
Call Today For Your Free Test!

(502)753-8055
Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO.
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Call NOW For Appointment

753-8809

Presents

"BRANSON"
September 5th through 8th
Please call for more information

753-4646 or 1-800-862-7143

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, July 23 • 12-6 p.m.

I

Graveside services for Carl Layman Stone will be today at 2 p.m. at
Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Jack Ferguson will officiate. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements.
Mr. Stone, 33, Fort Wayne, Ind., formerly of Murray, died Saturday, July 1, 1995, at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Maria Sogls-Stone; two sons, Carl
H. Stone and Thomas A. Stone, Fort Wayne; his mother, Mrs. Martha
Stone, New Baltimore, Mich.; his father, Harold W. Stone, Marion;
one sister. Mrs. Suan Novikoff, Pasco. Wash.
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NOTICE CCHS SENIORS

HEARING AIDS

6.25

For additional information about
the AQUA Horseback Riding Program, please contact AQHA at P.O.
Box 200, Amardlo,Texas 79168,or
call (806i 176-4811.

HOG MARKET

Miss Charlotte Ann Smith

Custom Made-In The Ear

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans The initial guaranteed rate* be amounts over S.S,(XX)
is

vides AQUA members recognition
for time vent riding American
Quarter Horses

The funeral for Miss Charlotte Ann Smith will be Tuesday at 11
a.m, in the chapel of Blaclok-Coleman & York Funeral Home. John
Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in Woodlawn Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Georgia Christian School,
c/o Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home, 713 South Fourth St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Miss Smith, 61, formerly of Murray, died Thursday, July 13, 1995,
at 8:30 p.m. at South Georgia Medical Center, Valdosta, Ga.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Virginia Dare Smith, Dasher,
Ga.; four aunts, Mrs. Mary Hamlin and Mrs. Fannie Sumner, Murray,
and Mrs. Agnes Trease and Mrs. Opal Karnes, Paducah; two uncles,
James Smith, Paducah, and John Smith, Chicago, Ill.

* FREE HEARING TEST
Afaturingl

Randy G. Garland of Almo recently earned an award for logging
250 hours in the Amencan Quarter
Horse Association Horseback Riding Program, and Melissa Duncan
of Almo was awarded for 50 hours
in the program, which was sponsored by Drysdales Western Store
of Tulsa, Okla The program pro-
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North 16th St. - across from Sullivan's Golf Cosine
New 3 bedrooms. 2 baths, whirlpool, gas fireplace, large
deck. 2 car garage.

T.P.D. CONSTRUCTION
Dale Mullins, General Contractor • 753-8856
`‘M1111

1111111111

‘A'EYour FREE.
Get
Full, Spinal Examination!

S9

sir

(NO OBLIGATION - NO1HING TO PAY;

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
9 Numb Hands
13 Numb Fingers
Dimness
14 Hip Pain
10 Bursitis
Sore Elbows
11 Pain down Legc
15 Tight Muscles
Neck Pain
vu
12 Muscle Spasms
3
4 SArr thr!IT
16 Aching Feet
Indigestion
Pain
FIND OUT NOW whether careful. professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will indud• a
-niropracbc orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test a blood pressure test,a spinal
gnment check, an examination for restncted or excess mobon in the spine, a muscle
7engetness test, arid a pnvate consultaton with the doctor to discuss the resuits.
1 Low Back Pain
2 Headaches

5
6
7
8

, SCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PFIOTECTS YOU *THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON II
QE sPJNSNLE FOR PAYMENT WS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. E XAMINAT ON OR TREATMENT WHICA-i
IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHiN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISE MENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EMANATION OR TREATMENT.

Dr Dennis L Heskett. 0 C
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FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!
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CHIROPRACTIC
CENTER
HESKETT
. KY 42071
301 N. 12th St. (at University Square) hi'
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